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=SUI_RY
An analytical study was performed to determine the structural approach best
suited for the design of a Mach 2.7 arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft.
Results, procedures, and prino±pal Ju_tlfle_on o_results ar_ p_L__d
in Reference i. Detailed substantiation data are g_ven herein. In general,
each major analys_s is presented sequentially in _ __,epara e sections to prod-
vide continuity in the flow of the design concepts analysis effort. In
addition to the design concepts evaluation and the detailed engineering
design analyses, supporting tasks encompassing: (i) the controls system
development (2) the propulsion-airframe integration study, and (3) the
advanced technology assessment are presented.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT P]LM_:[_
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INTRODUCTI,_,_
-_ The design of an economically viable suRersonic _cruise aircraft requires
reduced structural mass fractions attainable through application of new
materials, advanced concepts and design tools Configurations, such as
the arrow-wing, show promise from the ae_o_gna_ic stan_point_h_ever,
detailed structural design studies are needed _o determine the feasibility
of constructing this type of aircraft w_th sufficfently low structural mass
fraction
For the past several years, the NASA Langley Research Center has been
pursuing a supersonic cruise aircraft research program (]) to provide
an expanded technology base for future supersonic aircraft, (2) to pro-
vide the data needed to assess the environmental and economic impacts on
the United States of present and especially future foreign supersonic
cruise aircraft, and (3) to provide a sound technical basis for any future
consideration that may be given by the United States to the development of
an environmentally acceptable and economical]y viable commercial supersonic
cruise aircraft.
The analytical study, reported herein, was performed to provide data to
support the selection of the best structural concept for the design of a
supersonic cruise aircraft wing and fuselage primary structure considering
near-term start-of-design technology. A spectrum of structural approaches
for primary structure design that has found application or had been proposed
for supersonic aircraft design; such as the Anglo-French Concorde supersonic
transport, the Mach 3.0-plus Lockheed F-12 and the proposed Lockheed L-2000
and Boeing B-2707 supersonic transports were systematically evaluated for
the given configuration and environmental criteria.
The study objectives were achieved through a systematic program involving
the interactions between the various disciplines as shown in Figures A through
C. These figures present an overview of the study effort and provides a
summary statement of work, as follows:
(i) Task I - Analytical Design Studies (Figure A).- This initial
task involved a study wherein a large number of candidate structure
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT
V
concepts were investigated and subjected to a systematic evaluation
process to determine the most promising concepts. An airplane
configuration refinement investigation, including propulsion-airframe
integration study were concurrently performed.
(2) Task II - Engineerin_ Design/Analyses (Figure B).- The most
promising concepts were analyzed assuming near-term start-of-design
technology, critical design conditions and requirements identified,
and construction details and mass estimates determined for the
Final Design airplane. Concurrently, the impact of advanced tech-
nology on supersonic cruise aircraft design was explored.
(3) Task III- Mass Sensitivity Studies (Figure C).- Starting with
the Final Design airplane numerous sensitivity studies were performed.
The results of these investigations and the design studies (Task I
and Task II) identified opportunities for structural mass reduction
and needed research and technology to achieve the objectives of
reduced structural mass.
Displayed on the figures are the time-sequence and flow of data between dis-
ciplines and the reason for the make-up of the series of sections presented
in this report. The various sections are independent of each other, except as
specifically noted. Results of this structural evaluation are reported in
Reference i. This reference also includes the procedures and principal justi-
fication of results, whereas this report gives detailed substantiation of the
results in Reference i. This report is bound as four separate volumes.
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SECTIONi
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONCEPTS
INTRODUCTION
An important facet of supersonic technology is the development of lightweight
structures. To realize the full potential for structural mass reduction, a
spectrum of structural approaches for an advanced supers0niccruiSe aircraft
that fully exploits the practicilly attainable advantages of near-term start-
of-design technology was established considering the following:
Q Improved titanium alloys (beta alloys)
• Improved fatigue quality through minimizing fasteners by use of
welding, bonding and brazing
• Large scale fabrication to minimize the number of joints
• Minimizing or eliminating tank sealing by use of iarge sca!e applica 2
tion of welding, bonding and brazing
• Selective reinforcement of metal structure with organic and metal
matrix composites
• Determining the structural arrangements most efficient in coping with
the interactive loading of a large flexible aircraft.
Design and manufacturing concepts studies established feasibility of the
application of advanced manufacturing techniques to large scale production.
These studies examined the fabrication feasibility down to the smallest sub-
component level, and involved the design of structural concepts that repre-
sented both structural efficiency and applicability to advanced fabrication
techniques.
Advanced materials data reported in Section 7 were used to establish design
allowables for the advanced titanium alloys. Both the alpha-beta and beta
alloys in the annealed and solution treated and aged conditions were considered.
The advanced producibility techniques aspects are discussed in detail in
i-I
Section 8. Composite application studies, related to the structural concepts
identified, were madeand are reported in Section 12. Methodology and design
data used in the study are also reported therein.
WINGSTRUCTURALCONCEPTS
The primary load carrying structural concepts for a supersonic cruise aircraft
wing structure design are categorized as:
(I) Monocoque- biaxially stiffened panels
(2) Semimonocoque- uniaxially stiffened panels.
Monocoque
Monocoqueconstruction consists of biaxially stiffened panels which support
the principal load in both the span and chord direction as indicated in Fig-
ure I-I. For the substructure arrangement both multirib and multispar
designs are considered.
The monocoqueconstruction has a smooth skin that results in minimumaerody-
namic drag. However, thermal stresses are absorbed by the primary struc-
tural elements with minimal relief. Biaxial loading results in reduced
fatigue allowables, yet criticality of other design parameters often controls
minimummass structural designs.
The biaxially stiffened panels considered are the honeycombcore and the
truss-core sandwich concepts. The honeycombcore panels are assumedto be
aluminumbrazed (Aeronca); both diffusion bonded and welded (spot and EB)
joining process are assumedfor the truss-core sandwich panel configuration.
In the monocoqueconcept, as well as in all other primary structure concepts,
circular-arc (sine-wave) corrugated webs are used for rib and spar webs at
the tank closures. Truss-type webs are used for all other areas. The caps
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of the spars and ribs are inplane with the surface panels for the monocoque
concept to minimize the effect of eccentricities.
S emimonoc o que
The two types of semimonocoque concepts are (i) panels supporting loads in
the spanwise direction, and (2) panels supporting loads in the chordwise
direction. Both have the same type of rib and spar webs as the monocoque
structure. Discrete spar and rib caps are provided for the semimonocoque
concepts since the panels cannot support biaxial loads. Depending upon the
stiffening arrangement, either the spar cap or the rib cap must have sufficient
area to support inplane loads acting normal to the panel stiffeners.
Spanwise. - The spanwise-stiffenedwing concept, including a schematic
of the substructure arrangement is shown in Figure 1-2. The arrange-
ment of the substructure is essentially a multirib design with closely
spaced ribs and widely spaced spars. The surface panel configurations
shown in the figure have effective load carrying capability in their
stiffened direction. Smooth skins are required for aerodynamic perform-
ance, thus thickening of the skins panels is required to accommodate
the chordwise thermal strains.
Chordwise. - The chordwise-stiffened panel and substructure arrangement
is shown in Figure 1-3. The arrangement is essentially a multispar
structure with widely spaced ribs. Submerged spar caps are provided
except at panel c!oseouts and at fuel tank bulkheads. The submerged
caps afford reduced temperatures and increased allowable stresses
(strength and fatigue). The surface panel concepts for this arrangement
have stiffening elements oriented in the chordwise direction. Struc-
turally efficient beaded skin designs were explored. These efficient
circular-arc sections of sheet metal construction provide effective
designs when properly oriented in the airstream to provide acceptable
performance as demonstrated on the Lockheed YF-12 aircraft. These
shallow depressions or protrusions provide smooth displacements under
i-4
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thermally induced strains and operational loads and offer significant
improvement in fatigue life. Panel spanwise thermal stresses are mini-
mized by allowing thermal expansion (deformation) in the spanwise
direction.
C_mposite Reinforced. - Selective reinforcement of the basic metallic
structure is considered as the appropriate level of composite applica-
tion for the mear-term design. Furthermore, based on the principle of
maximum return for minimum cost and risk, the application is directed
towards unidirectional reinforcing of members carrying primary axial
loads, such as spar caps, stringers and stiffeners of wing panel designs.
The chordwise stiffened arrangement described above, provides the basic
approach offering the maximum mass saving potential and adopted for the
application of composite reinforcing. The many unique design features
are retained. In addition, structurally efficient, multi-element (fail-
safe) composite reinforced spar cap designs as shown in Figure 1-4 are
employed to transmit the spanwise bending moments as concentrated axial
loads with minimum mass.
FUSELAGE STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS
The primary load carrying structural concepts for fuselage design are cate-
gorized as:
(I) sandwich shell
(2) skin-stringer and frame shell
(3) composite reinforced shell.
Sandwich Shell
The sandwich shell design has a potential for weight savings over the more
conventional skin-stringer and frame design with specific advantages with
1-6
E_7
regard to sonic fatigue resistance and reduced sound and heat transmission.
Preliminary structural design and analyses were conducted to assess the
potential mass savings benefit and manufacturing/design feasibility of the
sandwich shell. The manufacturing complexityi and the parasitic weight which
the sandwich must carry, in terms of core and bonding agent, proved to be a
disadvantage, and thus was not included as part of the study.
Skin-Stringer and Frame Shell
The basic structural arrangement for the latter two categories is a uniaxial
stiffened structure of skin and stringers with supporting frames. The stringer
configuration with the potential of achieving minimum weight are the zee-
stiffened and the open and closed hat sections that are shown in Figure 1-5.
The hat sections are also amenable to composite reinforcing. Supporting
frames that merit consideration are both the fixed and floating type. The
joining methods evaluated for this arrangement include mechanical fastening,
welding and bonding.
EVALUATION OF STRUCTURAL APPROACH
A spectrum of structural approaches for wing and fuselage application that
fully exploit the practically attainable advantages of near-term (1975-1981)
start-of-design were evaluated.
Both smooth-skin (spanwise, monocoque) and beaded-skin (chordwise) external
surface designs were explored. Structurally efficient circular-arc sections
of sheet metal construction were applied to the design. The fuselage struc-
tural arrangement is a uniaxial stiffened structure (skin-stringer) with sup-
porting frames.
Component fabrication and subassembly consider techniques involving brazing,
bonding, weld-bond, etc., as well as mechanical fasteners. Assembly joining
of large assemblies encompasses both welding and mechanical fastening.
A summary of the sequence and scope for evaluating the candidate structural
arrangement is presented in Table i-i.
1-7
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The steps in the procedure are as follows: (i) establish the material
system and fabrication and/or assembly method for the candidate concepts,
(2) perform fabrication and structural trade studies, (3) define the detail
mass and cost evaluation of each concept in accordance with the design guide-
lines, and (4) evaluate and select the most promising arrangement for further
detailed study.
Both metallic and composite material systems were considered. The prime em-
phasis was placed on the metallic system with composite application being lim-
ited to selective reinforcement of basic metallic structure. The materials
considered were:
• Titanium alpha-beta and beta alloys
• Boron and graphic polyimide organic matrix composites
• Boron and BORSIC aluminum metal matrix composites.
The manufacturing techniques were based on the assembly of large components
by fasteners and welding, and sub-assemblies by welding, spot weld bonding,
spot brazing, braze and fasteners.
Five structural approaches were considered. These structural approaches were
designed to provide, through analyses and trade-offs, a basis for quantita-
tive evaluation of the full structural mass saving potential available to
the Mach 2.7 Arrow-Wing configuration. The five approaches are listed below.
The first four share a common fuselage approach, skin/s_ringer/frame. The
fuselage approach for the fifth is skin/stringer/frame, selectively composite
reinforced.
• Approach i - Biaxially Stiffened - Welded
• Approach 2 - Biaxially Stiffened - Mechanically Fastened
• Approach 3 - Spanwise Stiffened - Mechanically Fastened
• Approach 4 - Chordwise Stiffened - Mechanically Fastened
• Approach 5 - Chordwise Stiffened - Selective Composite Reinforced,
Mechanically Fastened.
I-i0
iEach of these structu_'ml concepts was analyzed, screened, and the arrangement
geometry defined in terms of minimummass. Design guidelines were established
to assist in the assessment of the relative importance of such design param-
eters as: fatigue quality, tank sealing, damagetolerance, structural approach,
etc., on the candidate arrangements.
The evaluation and selection of candidate structural approaches were performed
on the basis of direct operating cost (DOC), which includes such factors as
mass, production cost, maintainability, and fuel consumption. Simplified
cost-benefit studies were performed to provide additional basis for decision.
i-Ii
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--SECT_ION 2
BASELINE CONFIGURATION
-- iNTRODUCTION
The supersonic cruise aircraft configuration shown in Figure 2-1 is a discrete
wingbody airplane with a low wing that is continuous under the fuselage. The
baseline configurations for the study effort (Task I and Task II) were devel-
oped using the technical information fDr the Arrow-Wing Supersonic Cruise
A_rcraft provided b} NASA and the applicable data from the Supersonic
.... se Aircraft Research and Technology Assessment Studies (Reference ).
_gure 2-2 presents the primary configuration concer, t differences ar.d -_ _(It _e_oi_-
ment rationale.
The numerical definition of the basic NASA !5F airplane concept was provided
to Lockheed by the NASA-Langley Research Center (NASA-LaRC) as a comouter card
deck (identified as 733-336C follow-on, April 1973). In additipn to the geo-
metric data, a series of working papers (Figure 2-3) which contained wind
tunnel data for various modifications of this basic concept w@re also provided.
The data, coupled with the NASA computer programs which allowed theoretical
calculations of many of the aerodynamic drag characteristics to be determined,
were used to adjust the aerodynamic data so as to reflect design changes made
by Lockheed. This collection of information provides a solid data base to
permit aerodynamic and airframe refinements to be made.
REFERENCE CONFIGURATION
The external shape of the airplane concept defined by NASA was based on the
Boeing 969-336C airplane. The airplane does not incorporate a canard or in-
board wing leading edge devices. 0nly a horizontal tail was provide& for pitch
control and trim. The fuselage was also moved aft approximately 17-1/2 feet
2-1
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Figure 2-2. Baseline Configuration Development Rationale
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with reference to the -336C. The NASA data deck airplane concept is shown
in Figure 2-4. Note that the nacelles and the fixed vertical fins are shown
on butt line (BL) locations and that all dimensional data is given relative to
X, Y, and Z axes.
Regarding the basic NASA 15F concept there were three areas of particular con-
cern to Lockheed. One was the adequacy of the fuselage and the passenger
accommodations provided, in terms of comfort, baggage stowage, cargo, and
passenger services. Further, was the forebody shape of the fuselage adequate
to meet the space and visibility requirements for a commercial transport
flight station? Did the design provide adequate fuel stowage, and could the
landing gear be suitably stowed into the wing or fuselage? Although a few
significant changes appear to be necessary, in general, the concept is close
to being a practical commerical transport design. This situation exists
because of the close working relationship which developed between the airplane
manufacturers and NASA during the first generation SST development program
conducted in the late 1960's.
A secomd concern regarding the 15F concept relates to arrow-wing low speed
longitudinal characteristics. This type of planform with conventional leading
edge geometry inherently produces pitch-up characteristics at high airplane
attitudes. The seriousness of this problem can become aggravated because of
(i) limited control power, (2) wing flexibility because of thin airfoil shapes,
(3) need to minimize control surface sizes to reduce airplame weight, and
drag, and (4) high pitch inertia characteristics of long slender heavy air-
planes. NASA-Langley has been aware of these problems and numerous means of
alleviating the situation have been examined in the wind tunnel.
The third 15F concept problem relates to its lift capabilities which are in-
herently poor because of the highly swept leading edge. In order to achieve
reasonable lift coefficients needed for airport operations high airplane pitch
attitudes are called for. Studies of this problem and practical solutions
were investigated in the Langley working papers. Included are data involving
both leading edge and trailing edge high lift devices in combination
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with auxiliary trimming surfaces (canards and horizontal tails). These sur-
faces provide various schemes for supplementing the lift characteristics of
the arrow planform.
" .i._
CONFIGURATION REFINEMEI_TS
The configuration refinements made to the NASA 15F concept in regards to the
three areas of concern are highlighted in the following paragraphs. Appropri-
ate changes were adopted for the respective tasks, consistent with the ob-
jectives of the planned effort.
Design Changes
One of the major objectives when laying out an airplane design is the efficient
use of all volume within the airplane. Related to this design goal is the
interior layout of the fuselage in the passenger accommodations area, for
cruise drag places heavy emphasis on minimizing the fuselage cross-sectional
area. From a passenger comfort standpoint, however, it is necessary to pro-
vide head room and have a cabin width which will allow for wide seats and
sufficient aisle widths. Below-the-floor-volume is needed for cargo and
baggage.
The contour adopted is compared with the cross-sectional area of the NASA 15F
concept as defined by the NASA-Langely computer deck in Figure 2--5. This
comparison shows the marginal head room which is given in the NASA configur-
ation. It is felt that for a practical commercial transport with adequate
passenger comfort the head room more like that shown and as developed for the
Lockheed L-2000 is required.
This additional head room can be obtained in two ways. It can be obtained by
increasing the fuselage diameter as suggested by the sketches in Figure 2-5.
The alternative means would be to provide a depression in the floor between
the seats in the passenger aisle thereby granting head room while walking fore
and aft in the cabin and providing a step-up to the seats on either side of the
2-7
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aisle. It is not believed that this is a practical arrangement from an emer-
gency passenger evacuation standpoint, nor is it an efficient structural design.
The depression will create kick loads in the wing beams which will introduce
weight penalties. For these reasons, then, in the region critical to the wing
design in the rear part of the passenger cabin the Lockheed basic concept de-
sign adopts the larger head room arrangement rather than the floor depression
scheme. The effect of this change to the fuselage cross-sectional area and
drag at the design cruise Mach number is shown in Figure 2-6. The distri-
bution of fuselage cross-sectional area with fuselage length is shown for the
NASA reference configuration as well as the fuselage that would have full head
room for the entire length of the passenger compartment. It is seen that the
full head room configuration increases the maximum frontal area from approxi-
mately 125 to 137 square feet. Also shown on Figure 2-6 is a compromise con-
cept which would provide the full head room in the aft cabin, but in the for-
ward passenger compartment adopt the idea of the depressed floor along the
aisle so as to permit a reduced fuselage cross-section area in the forward
portion of the fuselage.
The total airplane wave drag coefficient for the three configurations is
noted on the figure. With the reduced frontal area associated with the
NASA reference concept the wave drag is .00223. The intermediate concept
increases the wave drag coefficient approximately six tenths of a drag
count and the full head room arrangement increases the wave drag 1.4
drag counts. Until more detailed fuselage design and analysis is made to
study the total impact of the floor depression in the forward cabin, i.e.,
what it might do to the structural design of the beams in the forward part of
the wing and allow an analysis of the weight penalty for that depression, the
full-head-room passenger compartment arrangement was adopted.
A second design consideration which received attention was the design of the
main landing gear. The design of a gear for a supersonic transport presents
a challenge because of the high gross weight of the aircraft (approximately
750,000 pounds). This puts the airplane in the same class as the four stick
landing gear design of the 747 airplane.
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Landing gear design concepts were examined to establish feasibility of con-
cepts which avoided external contour deviations as required by the NASA
supplied data. A wing-stowed, forward retracting main landing gear (MLG) hav-
ing 12 tires per strut is shown in Figure 2-7. The hump required in the
upper surface above the stowed wheels is also shown. This hump involves not
only a drag penalty but also an increase in complexity and weight of the
upper surface.
A brief study was made to review the design considerations relating to pave-
ment stress, number of wheels, number of gear struts, the general arrangement
and retraction mechanism of gear. This effort resulted in the development
of the design shown in Figure 2-8. The design utilizes three tires per wheel,
or 18 tires per strut, to reduce the tire diameter and eliminate the hump in
the wing surface. This design improvement is accomplished while retaining the
same size wheel well and very nearly the same MLG geometry as the 12 tire/
wheel design depicted in Figure 2-7.
Low Speed Longitudinal Characteristics
The arrow-wing concept requires careful attention with regard to its low speed
longitudinal characteristics. Compared to today's swept wing airplanes the
planform shape provides extremely low lift curve slopes. Therefore added
emphasis must be placed on the need for high lift devices. One means for
achieving additional lift is to operate the arrow-wing at higher angles of
attack. However, this introduces the problem of pitch-up which is caused by
wing tip stall at moderate angles of attack. As angle of attack is increased,
the tips stall before the remainder of the wing and there is a tendency for
the airplane to want to nose-up further and aggravate the flow breakdown
sit uat ion.
Figure 2-9 outlines the considerations with regard to geometry and design that
were considered in order to arrive at an arrow-wing concept that displays
2-10
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satisfactory handling quality characteristics. With regard to design, the
configuration development considered the trades offered by either a canard or
an aft tail arrangement. Various trailing edge devices and leading edge devices
were explored with regard to lift enhancement and pitch stabi!ityimprovement.
Fences, notches, and other controls that provide added impr0vements in lift
characteristics and the control of the pitch-up were also analyzed. Related
to these studies of various control surfaces and devices, the balance character-
istics of the airplane were also investigated. Balance involves the fuel system
and its related tankage arrangement, the loadability of the airplane which re-
lates back to the location of the fuselage passenger compartment and its re-
lationship to the airplane's center of gravity, and the desirable stability
and control and trim drag characteristics that must be considered. Takeoff
and landing attitudes were established as the analysis involved basic wing
lift characteristics, and trailing edge flap effectiveness.
A low speed handling quality study was conducted to examine the low speed
pitch characteristics of %he arrow'wing. To assist in this analysis, the
computer graphics set-up shown in Figures 2-10 and 2_iI were employed. This
is an in-house facility which Wasdeveloped during the L-lOll program and has
been modified with regard to input data so tha6_it_can be used to simulate the
behavior of a typical advanced supersonic transport design. The arrangement
has the capability of displaying in real time in graphic form on the cathode
ray tube the behavior of the airplane longitudinal characteristics in response
to control disturbances which are applied and monitored by the operator.
Computer set-up allows the operator not only to vary the disturbance inputs into
the airplane analysis but also to vary the characteristics of the airplane as
well. As shown in Figure 2-11 the weight or inertia of the airplane and the
center of gravity location can be changed so that the static stability margin
is varied or an unstable airplane characteristic can be investigated. Differ-
ent horizontal tail sizes can be included to examine the impac%o-f variations
in control power on the behavior of the airplane. The use of the aft tail
with various levels of pitch trim gain and lead can be examined to establish
_ECEDSqG PAGE BLANK NOT FIL_ED
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Figure 2-9. Low Speed Longitudinal Characteristics
Figure 2-10. Computer Graphics Console -- Low Speed Pitch Up Analysis
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the use of the empennage as a pitch limiter control. This arrangement provides
a design tool that allows the operator to quickly examine many design paramet-
ers and get a quick intuitive feeling regarding whether he is making improve-
ments or degrading the characteristics of the airplane. He cam rapidly zero
in on a proper combination of design parameters.
Figure 2-12 presents typical low speed pitch characteristics for an arrow-
wing concept without inboard leading edge treatment for control of pitch up
tendencies. For the data shown, a leading edge device is assumed for the
wing outer panels only, and wing trailing edge flaps are employed. Noted on
the figures are desired levels of CL needed for acceptable values of VMIN,
VT0 , and VAPPROACH. It is seen that operation at or near VMI N will place
the airplane lift needs in the vicinity of the pitch UP region.
Studies were run to assess the feasibility of using the horizontal tail as a
pitch limiter to provide satisfactory longitudinal control while operating
into the pitch up arena. The aforementioned graphic computer program was set
up to examine various levels of VMIN, stall entry rate, airplane weight, tail
size, c.g. position, and pitch control rate and gain. Typical curves for vari-
ous tail sizes are shown in Figure 2-13. If adequate control authority is
provided, it is possible to provide automatic pitch limiting capability and
satisfactorily provide good handling qualities for an aircraft having the
pitch characteristics of Figure 2-12. Two requirements must be met: there
are definite tail size and center of gravity relationships that must be met.
The pitch limiter system must be fail operative.
Figure 2-14 summarizes the study findings as they relate to the horizontal
tail size and balance. Shown are the tail size and center of gravity position
relationships that must be observed for various flight conditions. On the
basis of these data, a tail volume coefficient of .07 is the minimum desired;
the airplane balance should be set so that the center of gravity is at 55-per-
cent MAC,
A planview of the airplane adopted and the identification of the control sur-
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faces on that airplane are shown in Figure 2-15. Of particular note are the
following: the wing adopts wing trailing flaps in three elements along the
inboard span on either side of the rear mounted engines. Leading edge de-
vices are employed only outboard of the two vertical fins on the wing outer
panels. The wing planform adopts a leading edge sweep back angle of 74-degree
inboard, 71-degree in the mid-span region, and 60-degree on the outer portion.
A one-half percent leading edge radius is adopted along the leading edge. An
all movable, geared elevator horizontal tail is employed to provide longitud-
inal control. This was preferred over that of a large forward canard to pro-
vide control and trim because of the need to retract the canard in high speed
flight. If the canard were not to be retracted in high speed flight then
there would be an undesirable interference of the canard flow on the wing
which would degrade the cruise drag efficiency of the arrow-wing concept.
As noted on the figure, however, a small canard will probably be required on
the forebody to provide ride quality control but the details of this control
have not been investigated. It is to be noted that the 15F concept fuselage
has been shortened ll9 inches. This came about during the balance exercises
that were conducted to obtain a manufacturer's empty weight c.g. location at
60-percent of the mean aerodynamic chord.
Some consideration was given to using leading edge flaps inboard on the wing
The available wind tunnel data indicates that the use of wing leading edge
flaps provides a means for controlling the pitch-up problem of the arrow-wing.
They also provide a small increase in lift-drag ratio at low speeds. However,
they also introduce weight and added complexity to the design and operation
of the airplane. It was felt that if it could be shown that the leading edge
flaps were not necessary to alleviate the pitch-up tendency on the airplane,
then their overall value would probably be questionable. A philosophy was
therefore adopted to size a proper control system and balance the airplane
so that these flaps will not be necessary.
Airframe Design Recommendations
As a result of this brief airframe analysis the following design recommenda-
tions were adopted.
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• The SCAT15F fuselage should be increased in cross-section
area throughout the passenger compartment length so as to
provide adequate head room.
• The hoizontal tail size of the 15F concept should be in-
creased to provide a tail volum_coefficient of .07.
• The fuselage should be shortened 119 inches to reduce fuse-
lage weight and airplane drag.
A baseline concept should employ the three wheel axle de-
sign so as to permit a gear stowage within wing contours.
Engine Recommendations
The engine characteristics for the structural study were adopted from the results
of the NASA/Lockheed Technology Assessment Studies (Ref. I). The engine (Fig-
ure 2-16), designated BSTF2.7-2, is a duct-burning turbofan with bypass ratio
of 3.26, a fan pressure ratio of 3.0, and an uninstalled sea level static
thrust of 78,000 pounds. The other relevant engine cycle parameters which are
used in the BSTF2.7-2 duct-burning turbofan engine performance are shown in
Table 2-1. The basic configuration and dimensions of the BSTF2.7-2 engine, in-
cluding the methods used for dimensional and weight parametric scaling are pre-
sented in Figure 2-17. The maximum engine diameter is 90 inches with an over-
all inlet and engine lengths of 444.3 inches. An axisymmetric mixed compression
inlet is used (Figure 2-18) with a variable convergent-divergent nozzle. The
nozzle is rotated 4-degree 15-minutes relative to the engine centerline to per-
mit proper orientation of the nacelles relative to the wing.
The initial studies (Task I) were conducted using the foregoing data which re-
presented a scale-one (1.O) or reference engine. As the study progressed,
additional thrust was required for the performance of the aircraft. The en-
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TABLE2-1. ENGINECYCLEDESCRIPTION-- BSTF2.7-2
Uninstalled Sea Level Static Std Day
Maximumthrust
Corrected airflow
Fan pressure ratio
Compressorpressure ratio
Overall pressure ratio
Bypass ratio
Thrust/Wt ratio
Fan adiabatic efficiency
Compressoradiabatic efficiency
Peak fan polytropic efficiency
Peak compressor polytropic efficiency
High pressure turbine adiabatic efficiency
Low pressure turbine adiabatic efficiency
Primary burner efficiency
Duct burner efficiency
Maximumturbine inlet temperature °F
Maximumduct burning temperature OF
Primary burner pressure loss ratio
Duct burner pressure loss ratio
Primary nozzle pressure loss ratio
Nozzle velocity coefficient
Turbine cooling airflow ratio
78ooo
io39
3.0
5.0
15.0
3.26
7.0
0. 863
o.86o
o.go
o.9o
0.91
0.9o
1.00
0.97
2800
1700
0.05
0.04 - 0.02
O.OO5
.981
0.i0
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MACH 2.7 DUCT BURNING TURBOFAN ENGINE
PARAMETER
FNsL S MAX
FN L.O.
%, FT2
DCOMP ' IN
DMAX, IN
DNOZ. IN
LENG, IN
LINLET, IN
WEIGHT, LB
DCAP, IN
REFERENCE VALUE
78000 t
59250 "
33.1
79.4
90.0
90.0
255.O
189.3
11143
77.9
DIA
LENG
DIAREF (FNsLs _0.5
_FNSLSREF/
LENGREF (FNsLs _ 35
\FNSLSREF//
LINLE T 2.43 X DCA P
WEIGHT WEIGHTRE F FNsLS
FNSLSREFJ
t SLS UNINSTALLEO STD DAY
• 0.3 MACH MAX PWR STD + 27F DAY
BSTF2.7-2
D _ _ DCO_Mp I DNOZ
_ ''-LINLET I LENL7
Figure 2-17. Nacelle Dimensions and Scaling Data- BSTF 2.7-2
MACH 2.7 DUCT BURNING TURBOFA.N
Figure 2-18. Preliminary Nacelle
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gine designated BSTF2.7-2/scale-l.147 with an uninstalled sea level static
thrust of 89_466 pounds was adopted for the Task II effort. The engine
parameters for this larger engine are shown in Table 2-2.
The installed engine performance data for the BSTF2.7-2 duct-burning turbofan
: : ::7
are presented in Reference _%. Engine data are provided for a standard + 14.4 F
hot day and for a full range of Mach numbers (0 to 2.62) and altitudes (sea
level to 80,000 feet). Takeoff da%a is also provided for a standard + 27 F
hot day, static to Mach 0.6 and sea level to 6,000 feet altitude. The data
are also available as on engine performance card deck for use in both the
ASSET and Aerodynamic Mission Program.
TABLE 2-2
Engine :
Number of engines:
Noise suppression:
Inlet/nozzle :
Thrust/weight -- (lift off
Lift of Speed:
):
Scale Factor:
Net thrust, lb. (A)
Engine weight, lb. (B)
ACAP, ft 2
D_X, in.
DCO_, in.
DNOZ, in.
LENG, in.
LINLET, in.
Study Application
PROPULSION SYSTEM PARA}_TERS
BSTF 2.7-2 duct burning turbofan
4
FAR 36-5
Axisymmetric/variable convergent-divergent
0.36
Mach 0.30
1.0 (Ref.)
78,000
11,143
33.1
9O
79.4
9O
255
189.3
1.147
89,466
12,781
38.O
96.4
85.0
96.4
267.5
203.9
Task I Task II
(A) SLS, Max. Power, uninstalled
(B) Includes reverser and suppressor
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BASELINE CONFIGURATION - TASK I
The airframe and engine recommendations adopted for defining the Baseline Con-
figuration for Task I include only those refinements to the NASA 15F concept
that would have primary influence on the study objectives:
• To assess the relative merits of the various structural design
concepts and
• To identify the importance of the interactive parameters that in-
fluence the design of a supersonic cruise aircraft.
The configuration refinements that were adopted and impacted the NASA 15F
configuration concept include:
• Fuselage cross section refinements to provide adequate head room
• Advanced main landing gear concept to avoid external contour
deviations
• Horizontal tail volume (_H) to provide pitch control power for
envelope limiting requirements
• Duct burning turbofan engine, designated BSTF2.7-2/I.O, with an
uninsta!led sea level static thrust of 78,000-pounds.
The other recommended refinements and the results of the Stability and Control
Analysis and Propulsion-Airframe Integration subtasks were used to define the
Baseline Configuration for Task II.
General Arrangement
The configuration shown in Figure 2-19 is a discrete wing-body airplane with
a low wing that is continuous under the fuselage. For initial design purposes,
the airplane has a taxi mass of 340,000 kilograms (750,000 pounds), a landing
mass of 191,000 kilograms (420,000 pounds), a design range of 7800 kilometers
(4200 n. miles), and a payload of 22,000 kilograms (49,000 pounds). Overall
dimensions include a leu_h of 90.5 meters (296.93 feet) and a wing span of
40.4 meters (132.55 feet).
2-26
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The configuration is modified from the NASA configuration deck with respect
to the fuselage external shape, cant of the engines and wing fins, and size
of the horizontal and fuselage mounted vertical tails.
A preliminary definition of the primary control surfaces are indicated. An
all moving horizontal stabilizer with a geared elevator is used for pitch con-
trol. For yaw control, a fuselage mounted all moving vertical tail is pro-
vided. The tail volumes for the horizontal stabilizer (%) and vertical tail
(%) are 0.07 and 0.024, respectively. The inboard trailing edge panels are
used as lift flaps at low speed. Leading edge flaps are provided on the outer
wing for subsonic and transonic speeds, and ailerons on the trailing edge for
low speed.
The wing mounted main landing gear retracts into a well just outboard of the
body. Four duct-burning turbofan engines, each with 346,770 newtons
(78,000 Ibs.) of uninstalled thrust, are mounted in underwing pods having
axisymmetric inlets and thrust reversers aft of the wing trailing edge. The
engines are sized to provide a takeoff thrust-to-weight ratio oF 0.36.
Dimensional d_ta in the NASA data deck are given with respect to X, Y, and Z
axes. However, most fuselage frames, wing spars and other structural elements
are located in planes which are normal to the main cabin floor. Therefore, a
coordinate system: fuselage station (FS), waterl{ne (WL) and butt line (BL),
was established designating the top of the main cabin floor as WL 300. The
main cabin floor is a flat plane which is approximately 0.152 meters (0.50
feet) above the upper wing surface. Figure 2-]9 shows the correlation of
the Z and WL planes.
o
Basic Dimensions
Significant dimensional data are defined in the basic dimensions drawing
(Figure 2-20). As noted previously, all dimensional data are given in fuselage
station (FS), waterline (WL) and butt line (BL) coordinates, rather than the
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X, Y, Z coordinates used in the NASAdata deck, because fuselage frames, wing
spars and most other structural elements will be located in FS planes which
are normal to the main cabin floor.
The external configuration of Figure 2-20 is identical to that of the Refer-
ence Configuration except for the refinements adopted and as previously dis-
cussed. The fuselage nose reference is established at F.S. 160.
To ensure coordination, the basic dimensions drawing was used as the master
reference for all subsequent drawings prepared for the Task I Analytical Design
Studies effort.
A fuselage dimensional data drawing (Figure 2-21) was prepared to supplement
the basic dimensions data. A comparison of the fuselage configuration for
the Reference Configuration and the Baseline Configuration - Task I is pre-
sented. Note the contour refinements adopted at the nose landing gear region,
the significant changes at FS 1234, and the Floor Reference Plane (FRP) at
W.L. 3OO.
Fuel Tank Arrangement
Based on previous studies relating to fuel containment and managementrequire-
ments for supersonic cruise aircraft, it was elected to stow a significant
portion of the total fuel within the wing center section, between the sides
of the fuselage. In this location, the upper surface of the wing tanks (the
wing upper surface) is exposed to the cooled and controlled environment of
the fuselage cabin while the wing lower surface (the bottom wall of the tanks)
is shielded from the outside air stream by a fairing extending below, and
separated from, the wing lower surface. Stowageof the maximumamountof
fuel in this "protected" location permits the fuel to be most effectively
used as a heat sink. The efficient use of the heat sink capacity of the fuel
is considered highly desirable because the use of alternate cooling provisions
could require significant effects relative to weight, cost and volume. A pre-
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vious study for the L-2000-7A airplane demonstrated the high effectiveness
of using the fuel as a heat sink.
The fuel tank arrangement (Task I) developed is one of several alternates con-
sidered and is based on the following design objectives:
• A maximum amount of fuel in "protected" stowage in the wing
center section while still allowing adequate baggage stowage
space in the bottom of the fuselage between the nose gear and
the fuel.
• A "dry bay" (no fuel) completely around the main landing gear
(MID) compartment to isolate fuel stowage from the MID support
structures.
• Stowage of fuel in the inboard (deeper) portion of the wing
whenever possible to minimize the ratio of exposed tank area
to stowage volume.
• A minimum number and compact arrangement of tanks to minimize
fuel system plumbing and components as well as tank sealing
problems.
In the tank arrangement of Figure 2-22, no fuel is stowed outboard of the
MID. This approach minimizes the structural weight penalties associated with
the large fuel loads and the cutout in the lower surface for the MID. Another
reason is a desire to have the capability of routing functional systems from
the engines forward through the wing as well as inboard along the rear beam.
This approach minimizes the access door requirements in the heavily loaded wing
box aft of the MIG cutout.
Tanks 1 through 4 in Figure 2-22 are separate feed tanks of very nearly equal
capacity. A fifth tank in the center section was established because it was
not possible to obtain four equal tanks in the fuselage while reserving a
34-inch wide strip for the ECS components at the forward end of the MID cutout.
Fuel tanks are configured to utilize existing locations of structural elements,
i.e., fuel tank walls are positioned at rib and spar locations already estab-
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lished as needed for other purposes.
Fuel was not stowed in the forward apex of the wing with this space reserved
for a ballast tank which might be found necessary as a result of subsequent
evaluations. The tank arrangement provides stowage for 181,391 kilograms
(399,900 Ibs.) of usable fuel, 37-percent of which is in the protected center
section. Usable capacity is taken as 90-psrcent of the gross volume of the
tanks. Surge spars and ribs, as well as tank access doors_ are provided
within tanks.
Fuel management scheduling for airplane center-of-gravity (c.g.) control is
specifically planned to maximize the available heat sink capacity of the
fuel by emptying the exposed outboard tanks as early as possible in the
flight. Additional considerations include fuel usage to permit the aircraft
to cruise with a minimum of trim drag penalty. The landing and reserve fuel
is located in the protected fuselage area.
Fuel stowage in the center section_ below the fuselage_ is considered accept-
able from the standpoint of safety. This is based on precedents such as the
L-2000-7A, the DC-10 and various other aircraft with fuel stowage in the
center section below the fuselage. Adequate design features, such as vapor
barriers_ obviously are required. In addition, the fairing below the fuselage
is separated from the wing lower surface and contains a keel for energy ab-
sorption and protection of the tanks in the event of ground contact. Also,
the nacelles provide some protection during a "belly-landing".
The major portion of the lower fuselage is used for fuel and baggage stowage,
with baggage and other requirements establishing the forward limit of fuel
stowage. Forward of the fuel stowage area, the wing does not extend through
the fuselage.
Interior Arrangement
Definition of the major interior details are shown in Figure 2-23 to provide a
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realistic and representative study aircraft. Space allocation for 22,000
kilograms (49,000 pounds) of payload is provided considering the specific re-
quirements including :
• Establis_ent of the pressurized area of the fuselage
• Location of passengers , baggage and equipment for use in c.g. and
weight distribution calculations.
• Determination of entry doors, exits and access doors for use
in studies of the fuse!age _and wing structure
• Space allotment required for the routing of functional systems
The seating layout is based on 234 passengers at 5-abreast seating and a seat
pitch of 34 inches. The cabin has a constant cross section shape over much
of the central fuselage and thus provides for an efficient seating arrange-
ment as well as cost reduction through reduced metal forming and the multiple
usage of many parts.
Baggage and fuel stowage utilize the major portion of the fuselage below the
floor. Baggage is stowed as far forward as possible to maximize the fuselage
fuel carried in the center section. The baggage loading door is located near
the aft end of the compartment so that an internally stowed door can be used
along with i0-equal-sized containers with a capacity of 3.68 cubic meters
(130 cu. ft.) each. Bulk cargo space of 4.25 cubic meters (150 cu. ft.) is
provided just aft of the baggage loading door. For maximum space utilization,
a baggage container is stowed above the access door.
The location of major service centers as well as the space contingency allowed
between the baggageand fuel stowage areas are also shown. Just forward of
the MLG well, a 34-inch wide strip of wing and fuselage is reserved for in-
stallation of ECS units. An Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) is located in the
lower aft fuselage to minimize the exhaust problem potentially associated
with this unit.
An 85-inch wide space between the rear beam and the aft wing tanks is reserved
for functional system routing in the wing. In addition, no fuel is stored
PACE BI.,  K
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outboard of the MID well so that systems also can be routed forward through
the wing to enter the fuselage around the MID well. Further, somelimited
system space is available aft of the rear beam. This space is limited since
the inboard flap and plain spoiler extends forward to the rear beam. As shown
in the figure, an aft-retracting nose landing gear (NLG) is used even though
the free-fall capability of a forward-retracting design is attractive. The
aft-retracting arrangement is selected because this allows the NLGto be
mounted farther forward, thus permitting the baggage stowage area to extend
closer to the nose. This, in turn, enables the stowage of more fuel in the
protected wing center section.
Airplane MassProperties
Estimated Group Mass and Balance Statement - An Estimated Group Mass and
Balance Statement is presented on Table 2-3 for the Baseline Configuration.
It has a taxi mass of 340,000 kilograms (750,000 pounds), and a range of
7800 kilometers (4200 n. miles), with a payload of 22,000 kilograms (49,000
pounds).
The primarily titanium wing has a total planform area of 1,005 sq. m. and an
aspect ratio of 1.62. Its mass includes the center section carry-through
structure under the floor, aerodynamic control surfaces and secondary structure.
The horizontal, and body mounted vertical tails are all movable. There are
also fixed fins outboard on the wing. The body is 90.5 meters long, and will
accommodate 234 passengers in five (5) abreast seating. The under floor bag-
gage compartment is located between the nose landing gear and the wing carry-
through structure.
The wing mounted main landing gear retracts into a well just outboard of the
body. The axisymmetric inlets and duct burning turbofan engines are under the
wing with the thrust reversers just aft of this wing trailing edge. The engines
are sized to provide a takeoff thrust to weight ratio of 0.36.
The mass estimates for the systems and equiI_uent reflect composite material
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application. Standard and operating equipment includes the crew, unusable
fuel, and passenger service items.
Mass Moment of Inertia - Airplane mass moments of inertia were determined for
the aeroelastic studies. The data for takeoff gross weight, operational weight
empty and two intermediate flight conditions are summarized in Table 2-4.
Center of Gravity Travel - The center of gravity travel is tailored to permit
the airplane to cruise with a minimum trim drag penalty. This is accomplished
by sequencing the fuel tanks. The forward body and forward wing tanks are used
for climbing and accelerating to cruise Mach number. The remaining wing tanks
and midbody tanks are used during cruise. The last two body tanks contain the
landing and reserve fuel.
The interior is configured for 234 passengers in five (5) abreast seating with
a seat pitch of .86 meters. The baggage is loaded aft of the nose landing
gear. Loadability studies indicate nnrestricted passenger seating and small
curve deviation from the straight payload line. This is primarily due to the
low passenger mass to taxi mass fraction.
The fuel tank center of gravities are based on a fuel density of .803 kilo-
gram/liter. The usable fuel volumes are calculated on the basis of 90-percent
of the gross contour cross sectional area to allow for structure, systems
and unusable fuel.
The center of gravity travel shown in Fi_e 2-24 was used for the Task I -
Analytical Design Studies. The results of the design, stability and control,
and weight and balance studies during Task I were reflected in a new travel
diagram for the Engineering Design Study of Task II.
2-4_
TABLE 2-4 AIRPLANE MASS M0]_I_T OF INERTIA
WEIGHT
CONDITION
TAKE OFF GROSS
OPER. WT. EMPTY
INTERMEDIATE I
• ZERO FUEL
• FUEL (A)
INTERMEDIATE 2
• ZERO FUEL
• FUEL (B)
WEIGHT
(LB)
750,000
321,000
699,300
370,000
329,000
455,950
370,000
85,950
X Z
(IN) (IN)
2151
2301
N
2177 -141
2216 -128
2133 -155
2212 -133
2216 -128
2196 -157
PITCH ROLL YAW
10 6 SLUG-FT2
40.8
27.7
39.9
35.2
6.51 47.3
4.68 32.2
6.36 46.2
4.75 39.9
NOTES: (A) TANKS NOS. 2-5, 8-11 PLUS: 50 PERCENT OF NOS. 1, 6 & 7.
(B) TANKSNOS. 2&4 PLUS 50 PERCENT OFNOS. 3&5.
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BASELINECONFIGURATION- TASKII
The Analytical DesignStudies of Task I focused attention on assessing the
relative merits of the various structural design concepts and identifying
the importance of the interactive parameters that influence the design of a
supersonic cruise aircraft. Only those configuration refinements that would
have primary influence of theaforementioned objectives were adopted.
The development of the Baseline Configuration for the Task II effort focused
attention on ad_pting all the recommendationsmadein regards to the three
areas of concern and incorporating these findings in the NASA15F concept. In
addition, the results of the Stability and Controls Analysis and the Pro-
pulsion-Airframe Integration Study were applied. These additional refinements
include:
• Shortening of the fuselage (119 inches) to reduce weight and drag
• Adopting the 60-degree tip sweep (in lieu of the 64.6-degree) to
delay pitch up tendency at high angles of attack
• Increasing the low speed aileron area for improved cross-wind
landing capability
• Providing a larger vertical tail area co correct the low speed
lateral directional stability and control deficiency
• Adopting the duct burning turbofan engine, d@signated BSTF2.7'2/I.147,
with an uninstalled sea level static thrust of 89,466 pounds for
aircraft performance
• Adopting longitudinal and lateral constraints of the propulsion-
airframe integration study
• Adopting center of gravity limits established as the results of the
stability and control analysis
• Relocating fuel tanks to meet the center of gravity limits estab-
lished
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General Arrangement
The general arrangement drawing incorporating the configuration refinements
on the 15F concept is shown in Figure 2-26. The airplane has a design gross
mass of 340,000 kilograms (750,000 pounds), wing planform area of 1014.69
meter 2 (10,923 feet2), and four duct-burning turbofan engines having a sea
level, static thrust of 89,500 pounds with an airflow of 1,130 pounds per
second. The engines are mounted on the wing lower surface in individual pods
with axisymmetric inlets. The engine exhausts are positioned aft of the wing
trailing edge. An inlet fence is provided to prevent unstart due to mutual
interference. The overall lengths of the airplane is 87.48 meters
(287.0 feet) and has a wing span of 40.4 meters (132.5 feet). The fuselage
cross-section area has been increased to provide adequate head room. The tail
volumes for the horizontal stabilizer (_H) and the vertical tail (_V) are 0.07
and 0.027, respectively.
Basic Dimensions
The dimensional data for the configuration refinements adopted for the Task II
effort are shown in Figure 2-27. All dimensional data are defined in the
fuselage station (FS), waterline (WL) and butt line (BL) coordinates. The Z
o
plane is indicated for reference. The fuselage nose reference is established
at FS 279 reflecting the shortened forebody. Other refinements include:
• Aft relocation of main landing gear for adequate clearance for
the engine exhaust nozzle and horizontal tail anhedral
@ Wing tip and vertical tail planform changes
• Aft relocation of the nose landing gear
The basic dimensions drawing is used as the master reference for subsequent
drawings including the structural@arrangement and the detailed design studies
of Task If.
The fuselage dimensional data drawing (Figure 2-28) shows the specific refine-
2-_8
ments made to the fuselage of the NASA 15F concept. As indicated in the
figure, a 119 inch section was removed aft of FS 1353 and the forward section
moved aft along the floor reference plane (WL 300) and refaired with the center-
body shell. Note also the aft relocation Of the pressure bulkhead to FS 3000.
Fuel Tank Arrangement
The fuel tanks were relocated for the Task II effort to meet the center of
gravity limits established by the stability and control analysis. The tank
arrangement developed (Figure 2-28) provides for a fuel storage capacity of
178,537 kilograms (393,600 pounds). The capacity of each tank is also tabu-
lated on the figure. The 16-tank fuel storage system is designed to take
advantage of the "protected-volume" of approximately _3 percent of the total
storage capacity. The landing and reserve fuel is located in the protected
fuselage area. Fuel management scheduling for airplane center of gravity
control is specifically planned to maximize the available heat sink capacity
of the fuel by emptying the exposed outboard tanks as early as possible in
the flight. Additional considerations include fuel usage to permit the air-
craft to cruise with a minimum of trim drag penalty.
_The fuel capacity is calculated on the basis of honeycomb sandwich wing con-
struction less 4-percent for additional structure, equipment, etc. The fuel
mass and center of gravities are based on a fuel density of 0.803 kilograms/
liter (6.7 ibs/gallon).
Interior Arrangement
The 234 passenger interior arrangement at 5-abreast seating is shown in
Figure 2-29. The pressure bulkhead is moved aft (F.S. 3000) relative to the
Task I arrangement (F.S. 2870) to provide passenger space in the shortened fuse-
lage.
Baggage and fuel storage utilizes the major portion of the fuselage below the
floor. The baggage is stowed in the more lightly loaded forward region with
the fuel carried in the centerbody wing carry through region. Cargo loading
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is accomplished through the forward located door and movedaft sequentially.
The hand loaded cargo is located immediately aft of the nose landing gear (NIG).
A free-fall, forward retracting NLGis utilized in the Task II baseline con-
figuration and the ECSunits are relocated to a bay forward of the fuel tanks.
To afford functional system routing in the wing, the space between the rear
beamand aft wing tanks, and outboard of the main landing gear well is re-
tained.
Airplane MassProperties
Estimated Group Mass and Balance Statement - The airplane mass and balance
data of Table 2-5 represent the various configurations evaluated during the
Task II effort. The data reflect the configuration refinements adopted to the
NASA 15F concept. All data are for a fixed sized aircraft with a takeoff gross
mass of 340,000 kilograms (750,000 pounds) and payload of 22,000 kilograms
(49,000 pounds ).
Task IIA Configuration Refinement Data- The Task I mass data (Table 2-3)
were adjusted aft to reflect the effect of the configuration changes.
The mass of each item was assumed invariant. The taxi mass is at
the 52-percentMAC and the zero fuel weight (ZFW) is at the 53.9-
percent MAC.
• Task liB Baseline Data - The data is representative of the con-
figuration changes adopted and the minimum mass wing and fuselage
structural approach selected for the Task II effort. The engines
have been resized to reflect an uninstalled sea level static thrust
of 89,466 pounds per engine and appropriate mass changes for the
larger air induction system and nacelles are indicated. The initial
mass data does not include allowance for flutter suppression. The
taxi mass is 340,000 kilograms (750,000 pounds) with the center of
gravity located at the 52.5-percent MAC.
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Task liB Final Data - The primary mass change is reflected by
the increase in wing mass to include the requirements to suppress
flutter. A trade off with fuel (Tank No. 16) is made to achieve
the same center of gravity location as for the baseline data.
Mass Moment of Inertia
Airplane mass moment of inertia were computed and plotted in Figure-2-30.
The data is similar to that shown in Table 2-4 for the Task I airplane. The
pitch moment of inertia is slightly less due to the shortened fuselage while
that roll moment of inertia is greater due to the heavier propulsion packages.
These data are used for the aeroelastic studies reported in Section 5 and I0.
Center of Gravity Travel
The fuel management scheduling for airplane center of gravity control is
shown in Figure 2-31. The sequenciug of fuel is planned to (i) permit the
airplane to cruise with a minimum of trim drag penalty and (2) maximize the
heat sink capability of the fuel by emptying the outboard wing tanks as early
as possible in the mission.
Tanks i through 4 are engine feed tanks and are kept full until all other
tanks are empty. The usable fuel mass are b_sed on a fuel density of 0.803
kilogram/liter (6.7 pound/gallon) and 90 percent of the gross volume to allow
for structure, systems and unusable fuel. The forward limit for flight
(51 percent MAC) and the aft limit for takeoff and landing are indicated at
53.5 percent MAC and 55 percent MAC, respectively.
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Jig Shape Definition
The aerodynamic shape of the aircraft changes during flight due to aerothermoelastie
and inertia effects. This is a result of in-flight variations in dynamic pressure,
Mach n_mber, gross weight, and weight distribution; the latter two result from fuel
consumption.
The governing aerodyna_ie shape serving as the analytical starting point, is the
shape providing the optimum performance characteristics in one-g mid-cruise flight
for a L,200 nautical mile range. This governing shape is described by the camber
and twist characteristics of the supersonic wind tunnel model.
When the airfrm_e structure is subject to no-load (dynamic pressure, Math number,
and inertia loads all equal zero) the shape of the aircraft is different from ti_e
mid-cruise shape. This zero load shape is designed into the aircraft so when it
is subjected to one-g level flight loads and to temperatures occurring in the
mid-cruise environment, the airframe elastic deformations result in an aircraft
that has the desired optimum aero_ynmnic shape. The manufacture of the aircraft
will be in accordance to this zero-load shape in the jig, where the weight is
supported in a manner that precludes elastic deformations.
The procedure to establish the jig shape is as follows:
I. The analytical starting point is a description (camber and twist)
of the optimum performance cruising-flight shape.
[_C & T, mid-cr]
21 Analysis is performed to calculate structural deflections due to
flight loads occurring during mid-cruise flight. Where the deflection
matrix IASzl is defined by the product of the structura_ influence
L _
coefficients [E] and the rigid airplane l-g loads for the mid-cruise
condition
Pz rigid 1[ 1-g  id-cr.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILM_
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using these calculated deflections and the transform matrix [D@], the
incremental change in chordwise slope and deflections are defined
3. The deflections are applied, negatively, to the mid-cruise shape
to establish the jig shape.
[O jig shap_ = _C&T, mid-cr _e_ _]
The airplane shape used for analytical reference and loft purposes
is hereby defined.
The aeroelastic analysis for the final deaign (Task lIB) incorporates the above
defined jig shape in the calculation of the design loads, rather than the mid-
zruise shape used for the Task I external loads analysis.
Flexible Stability Derivatives
The fact that the airplane changes shape aerodynamically as a result of elastic
deflections of the structure makes it necessary to modify wind tunnel force data
which have been measured on a rigid model. This flexibility is a@eounted for by
applying flexible/rigid ratios or flexible increments to the basic rigid body
aerodynamics. The degree of change varies with Mach number, equivalent airspeed,
airplane gross weight, and structural arrangement. The magnitude of the efffect of
aeroelasticity on stability and control characteristics for the baseline arrow-wing
configuration are obtained from generalized stability derivative programs and are
reported herein. The application of these data to the stability and control
analyses is presented in Section 3.
Calculation and Application of Flexible Effects on Stability and Control
Characteristics. - The effects of airframe flexibility on stabiJity and control
derivatives were determined over a range of Mach numbers for the e aordwise-stiffened
and momocoque structural arrangements. The results of these analyses are presented
in Figures 5-4 through 5-10.
Longitudinal: Airplane flexibility effects on lift curve slope and
pitching moments are shown on Figures 5-h and 5-5 for the chordwise-
stiffened arrangement and Figures 5-6 and 5-7 for the monoeoque arrangement.
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derivatives that represent slopes such as (Ci,_)The flexible adjustments on
are presented in flexible-to-rigid ratio form. The adjustments to aero-
dynamic coefficients that represent absolute values such as (C m ) are presented
o
in tile form of increments to be applied to the rigid coefficients.
The derivatives presented apply to a free-flight airplane. In the analysis,
the airplane was not mathematically constrained by outside forces to establish
the effects of flexibility, but was allowed to translate and rotate freely
while equilibrium was maintained by inertia forces. The effect of each
parameter (_-_ _ etc.) were instantaneously applied along with repre-
sentative inertia distributions. The redistribution of airloads due to air-
frame flexibility obtained in this manner reflects the effects of both airloads
and inertia loads. The flexible derivatives thus obtained can be used
directly in conventiona_ rigid airplane equations of' motion without the
necessity of including aerodynamics coefficients representing inertia terms.
Airplane lift coefficient and pitching moment derivatives are presented for
2 airplane stiffnesses as defined by the chordwise-stiffened and monocoque
designs. For each of the structural arrangements, 2 airplane weight cases
were run: Gross weight = 750,000 lb. and 550,000 lb. Data for comparable
airplane weight cases indicates negligible differences in longitudinal
flexibility effects for the structural design concepts.
Rollin_: Elastic lateral derivatives were determined at Mach numbers of
0.60, 0.90, and 1.25 using the AIC and SIC distributions for the chordwise-
stiffened and monocoque arrangements. The resulting damping ratios, flexible-
to-rigid, are shown in Figures 5-8 through 5-10 as a function of airplane
velocity for the monocoque arrangement. The sensitivity of flexible-to-rigid
ratio with airplane gross weight is indicated on the figures.
Figure 5-1] graphically displays the ratio of the flexible rolling moment
coefficient to the rigid (wind tunnel data) coefficient obtained from
Section 3. The data are for the Final Design airplane for both a low and
high gross weight conditions. For the high gross weight case, the ratio is
insensitive to variation in dynamic pressure. For the lightweight condition,
however, the flexible-to-rigid ratio is highly sensitive to dynamic pressure
r
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SECTION 3
AERODYNAMICS
INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic data presented herein are intended to represent the Baseline
Configuration Concept - Task !I (Figure 3-1) which is described in detail _n
Section 2. These data were developed from the results of NASA wind tunnel
tests of the Arrow-Wing Configuration. The test results are unpublished
but have been collected in working papers and in the form of data packages
from several tests.
Appropriate corrections have been applied to the data to account for differ-
ences in wing planform geometry, tail volume coefficients, and surface arrange-
ments between wind tunnel models and the baseline airplane controls.
LOW SPEED DATA
The longitudinal data for Mach numbers below 0.6 are shown in Figures 3-2
through 3-4 for zero and twenty-degrees trailing edge flap deflection. Trail-
ing edge flaps are Panels i, 2 and 3. The lift data is shown as a function of
wing reference plane (WRP) angle of attack. Pitching moment data is referred
to the 45-percent point of the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC), where the mean
aerodynamic chord is calculated on the basis of total wing area. The ground
effect was obtained from wind tunnel tests with ground plane and is shown in
Figures 3-5 and 3-7 for the 20-degrees trailing edge flap position only. This
flap angle is assumed for both take-off and landing configurations.
Low speed horizontal tail effectiveness is shown on Figure 3-8 as a set of
lines representing various elevator deflections. The tail lift curve slope
for the various elevator deflections are constant as indicated by the parallel
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sloping lines. Low speed downwash out of the ground effect is shown as a
function of angle of attack in Figure 3-9.
The lateral directional data for the low speed case is shown in Figure 3-IO
as a function of wing reference plane angle of attack. Rolling moment coef-
ficient is referenced about water line 300 and the yawing moment coefficient
is referred to the 45 percent MAC.
The low speed aileron effectiveness data are shown as linearized derivatives
in Figure 3-11. The effectiveness of all three panels used as ailerons
(Number 2 flaperon panel, and Number 3&h Aileron Panels) are shown versus
angle of attack linearized over _ 60-degree total aileron where total
aileron is right side deflection minus left side deflection.
Low speed directional control power is shown in Figure 3-12 for the vertical
fin only and vertical fin with geared rudder. It is intended that the con-
trol surface consist of the vertical fin plus geared rudder. Only the yawing
moment is shown for either low or high speed. The rolling moment due to
vertical fin is negligibly small and the side force is shown in each figure
as a factor of the yawing moment coefficient.
HIGH SPEED DATA
Lift and pitching moment data for Mach 0.60 up to Mach 2.95 are shown in non-
linear form for specific Mach numbers in Figures 3-13 through 3-24 followed
by linearized data in Figures 3-25 through 3-27 covering the entire Mach range.
These data are shown for both horizontal tail-off and tail-on. The data rep-
resents the rigid airplane with the wing at the l-g mid-cruise (Mach 2.7)
shape. The pitching moment data have been linearized in two sets. One set
covers the segment of the pitching moment curve at or below lift coefficients
for l-g flight and applies to trim and to negative maneuvers. The second set
is !inearized over lift coefficients for load factors from l-g to 2.5-g and
applies to positive maneuvers.
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Drag polars at transonic climb and supersonic cruise conditions are shown in
Figures 3-28 through 3-31. Drag data are corrected to full scale by the fol-
lowing procedure:
1. Tail-off polars were obtained from wind tunnel data.
2, Data were corrected to baseline airplane reference area.
3. Wave drag was computed for the wind tunnel model and the full scale
airplane.
4. Skin friction drag was computed for the wind tunnel model and the
full scale airplane.
5. Roughness drag was computed for the airplane.
6. Data were corrected to full scale to account for difference in skin
m_
friction and wave drag.
7. Drag of the horizontal tailat zero incidence was added.
8. Full scale polars were trimmed to the forward c.g. (51% MAC).
Drag data at cruise Mach number are shown in Figure 3-32. The data presents
drag,coefficient versus pitching moment coefficient about the 45-percent MAC
as a function of total airplane lift coefficient (the coefficient based on
total wing area) and of tail lift coefficient where the tail lift coefficient
is based on horizontal tail area. It is apparent in Figure 3-32 that minimum
drag occurs where the tail lift is positive and this is at a point where there
is a negative pitching moment about the 45-percent chord. Obviously the air-
plane must be balanced well aft oi 45-percen_ chord in order to have the cor-
rect lift coefficient on the tail as well as the wing to optimize cruise trim
drag.
High speed tail effectiveness is shown in Figur_ 3-34 as a function of Mach
number. High speed downwash in Figure 3-35 shows a negative slope of d¢/d_
of Mach numbers above 2.0.
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Lateral directional data at only four Mach numbers 0.60, 0.95, 1.2 and 2.7
are presented in Figures 3-36 through 3-38. The yaw, side force ana rolling
moment coefficients are shown against wing reference plane angle of attack.
The dynamic derivatives in the pitch plane are shown on Figure 3-33, CL_,
C_, C_a, and C , are plotted versus Mach number- The lateral directional
mq
rate derivatives of Figures 3-39 and 3-40 are Shown as a function of Mach
number and where necessary as a function of lift coefficient as well.
The high speed aileron data are shown at several angles of attack versus Mach
number for Panels 2 and 3 in Figures 3-41 and 3-42, respectively. Panel 4 is
locked out at Mach number equal to 0.40 and only low speed values are required.
The spoiler-slot-deflector at location 2 (ahead of Trailing Edge Panel No. 2)
is shown in Figure 3-43 as incremental rolling moment and yawing moment coef-
ficient for 30- and 60-degree deflection. The upper and lower panels deflect
an equal amount so that the 60-degree data represent the coordinated deflec-
tion to 60-degree of both upper and lower panels. These data were obtained
at low angles of attack but it can be assumed that the data are valid for the
antire maneuvering angle of attack range for this study. The inverted-
spoiler-slot-deflector Panel Number 3 is shown in Figure 3-44 only for 30-
degree deflection. Spoiler-slot-deflector Panel 4, although it is locked out
at a fairly low Mach number, is still shown over the whole Mach range in Fig-
ure 3-45.
High speed yaw effectiveness of the vertical fin with and without a geared
rudder is shown in Figure 3-46.
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AERODYNAMIC CRITERIA
The baseline aircraft must satisfy the Federal Aviation Regulations Part 25
and the Special Conditions 25-43-EU-12 for SNIA/BAC Concorde Model Airplane.
In order to establish specific design objectives assuring compliance with the
regulations, these stability and control criteria are adopted.
I
1.1
I-l.1
I-1.2
I-1.3
I-1.4
LONGITUDINAL _TABILITY AND CONTROL CRITERIA
Takeoff
Rotation speed low enough to attain performance objectives
Control to geometry limit in full ground effect
No lock-in
Maneuver to O.5-g (incremental)-at and above 1.2 VMI N
I-2.2
I-2.3
T-2.4
I-3
I-4.2
1-4.3
II
II-i
Landing
Maneuver to O.5-g (incremental) at and above 1.2 VMIN
No lock-in
Satisfactory flare characteristics
Control to geometry limit in full ground effect
Pitch-Up
During a maximum pull-up maneuver hold full nose-up control
for 1.0 sec after warning and recover without the velocity
going below VS-
Apparent maneuver stability margin of 1.5 percent Cre f for
all flight conditions bounded by 1.2 VS and VMJMMo and by
limit or limit load factor
Maneuver to 1.O-g (incremental) from 1.2 _MIN to VMo/MMo
Maneuver to 0.5-g (incremental) from VMo/MMo to VD/_
AND CRIT  
General
Negative roll due to sideslip is required from 1.2 VMI N to VD/M D
3-28
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L
L¸
II-2
II-3.2
II-3.3
II-3.4
II-4
II-4 .i
II-4.2
II-5
Cross-Wind Landin$
Land in a 30 knot cross-wind with no more than 4-degree crab
using 2/3 of total rudder control (1/3 remains for control in
gusts and turbulence).
Roll Response
Landing approach - attain a bank angle, _, of 30-degrees
(0.52 rad) in 2.0 sec
Cruise configuration - _MJMMo - Roll 30-degrees (0.52
rad) to 30-degrees (0.52 rad) in 7 sec
VD/MD - Roll 30-degrees (0.52 rad) to 30-degrees (0.52
tad) in ll sec
Roll rate reversals are not acceptable
Only 75 percent wheel for full rudder sideslip
= - ::
Minimum Speeds
VMC G - include the effect of a 7 knot (12.95 km/h) adverse
cross-wind. Control outboard engine failure with a devia-
tion from the runway centerline of less than 25 ft (7.64m)
with a pilot reaction time of 0.6 sec
VMC G less than or equal to V1
1.05 VMCA less than or equal to VR
I.I VMCA less than or equal to V2
Tameness
Control shall be maintained using wheel-control only following
any inlet-engine failure not classified extremely remote.
III
III-i
III-l.l
III-l.2
III-l.3
III-2
III-2.1
III-2.2
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Mission
Carry 49,000 lb (22,000 kg) payload, 4200 n. mi. (7,780 km)
Cruise at Mach 2.7
Fuel reserves as specified in FAR 121.648
Aircraft Performance
FAR balanced field length - 10,500 ft (3200 m)
Approach speed - 150 keas (277.5 km/h)
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CONFIGURATIONCHARACTERISTICS
The configuration characteristics of the baseline airplane are defined in this
section. The planform and elevation views of the configuration with control
surfaces identified are shownin Figure 3_47. Descriptive dimensional data
for the wing and control surfaces are listed in Table 3-1.
There are no leading edge devices on the wing between the fuselage and the
outer wing break at BL 600 (15.24m) . Outboard from the break to the wingtip
are Kreuger flaps which are deflected 45-degrees (0.785 rad) to improve the
pitching momentcharacteristic at low speed and 25-degrees (0.436 rad) to in-
crease the transonic lift to drag ratio. The wing trailing edge is divided
into four plain flap panels. Panels 1 through 3 are deflected 20-degrees
(0.349 rad) trailing edge downto increase the lift coefficient for takeoff
and landing performance. Plain spoilers ahead of Panel 1 are used as ground
speed brakes.
An all moving horizontal tail is used for longitudinal trim, maneuvercontrol
and active stabilization. Directional control is provided by an all moving
vertical tail on the fuselage centerline. A 25-percent chord geared elevator
is provided to increase the stabilizer effectiveness. Similarly, the moving
vertical tail has a 25-percent chord geared _udder.
Twofixed vertical fins on the wings provide additional directional stability
at high Machnumbers.
Roll control is provided by ailerons, spoiler-slot-deflectors, and inverted
spoiler-slot-deflectors. Trailing edge flap Panels 2 and 3 serve as ailerons
as well as flaps. Whendeployed as lift flaps they are capable of differen-
tial deflection in response to roll commands. Trailing Edge Panel Number4
acts as an aileron only. Spoiler-slot-deflectors are located ahead of the
hinge lines of Paaels 2 and 4. In front of Panel 3 is an inverted spoiler-
slot-deflector. The use of these devices is scheduled as a function of Mach
number as speaified in Table 3-2.
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TABLE 3-1
AIRPIANE DIMENSIONAL DATA
WING
m
SREF
E
b
C r
C t
"_r._. (t° BL 391.2)
(toBT 6O0 )
(to_Ip )
10923 ft2
Iosoo ft2
1.6o7 ft2
.1135 ft2
15_.o in
2195.5 in
249.2 in
1351.1 in
74 deg (to BL 9.94)
7o.8_deg (toBL 15.24)
60 _eg (toTip )
2
1014.69 m
2
975.45 m
40.386 m
55.766 m
6.330 m
34.317 m
1.292 tad
1.236 rad
1.047 rsd
S
Cr
Ct
3%
t
151.5 ftz (pers_.de)
165.o _u
160.0 in
72,0 in
207.0 in
S 57.6 ft2
Cr 132.0 in
Ct 132.0 in
B_ SI_.O in
B_ 378.0 in
(pe_ aide)
2
14.16 m
4.19 m
4.06 m
1.83 m
5.26 m
2
_.35 m
3.35 m
3.35 m
7.98 m
9.61 m
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TABLE 3'I (continued)
s 71.4 _t2
cr _6.o in
Ct 105.0 in
BL t 487.0 in
BLr 576.0 in
(per side)
TRAILING EDGE PANEL _4 (.Aileron)
S 121.7 ft2
Cr 102.0 in
Ct 76.0 in
BLr 598.0 in
BLt 795.0 in
2
6.63 m
3.20 m
2
11.30 m
2.59 m
1.93 m
15.19 m
2o.19 m
sPonam#1 (Plaln).
S 54.5 ft2
cr 58.0
Ct 58.0 in
B_ 72.o in
207.0 in
(per side) 5.06 m2
1.47 m
1.47 m
1.83 m
5.26 m
_r-Slot-Def!ector)
S 21.8 ft2
Cr 52.0 in
Ct 46.0 in
B_. 31_.0 in
BLt 378.0 in
(per side)
2
2.02 m
io32 _,I
1.17 m
7.98 m
9.60 m
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TABLE3-i (continued)
SPOILER#3 (Invert_ Sl)oiler-Slot-Deflector_
S
Cr
Ct
BL
r
21.0 ft2 (per side)
36.0 in
487.0 in
576.0 in
S
Cr
Ct
BLt
14.2 ft2 (per side)
26.0 in
14.o in
598.0 in
700.0 in
KRUEGER FLAP
S
Cr
C
t
BLt
2
59.0 ft
44.o in
44.0 in
602.0 in
795.0 in
(per side)
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER (Total)
S
_R
k
b
C
r
Ct
CH
795 ft2
1.707
.225
441.6 in
422.8 in
95.1 in
293.5 in
60.64 deg
3"34
2
1.95 m
.915m
"!5m
9 m
14.64 m
1.32 m2
.66 m
.36 m
15.19 m
17.78 m
2
5.48 m
1.12 m
1.12 m
15.2_
20.
2
73°868 m
11.217 m
10.739 m
2.416 m
7.455 m
1.058 rad
i
!
ETABLE 3-1 (continued)
_OBIZo_I STABILIZER (Total)_
(45 _ to5 _)
r
1292.9 in
.07
-I0 deg
ELEVATOR
S
b
C
r
Ct
C/C H
s (_o_I)
k
C
r
Ct
85.25 ,ft2
198.o in
98.0 in
26.0 in
.25
325 ft2
.517
.23
I_.55 in
489.22 in
122.521 In
340.174 in
68.2 deg
1362.8 in
.0_67
32.85 m
2
7.91 m
5.0A m
2.&9 m
.66
2
30.190 m
3.941 m
12.426 m
2.858 m
8.640 m
1.190 tad
34.605 m
S
2
7.36 m
3.94 m
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TABLE 3-1 (continued)
RUDDER
(Continued)
C 120.0 in
r
Ct 28.0 in
C/CvF .25
s 233 _tz (Each)
m .495
_k .136
b 129.0 in
Cr 458.4 in
Ct 62.4 in
_VW 310.6 in
-_LE 73.42 deg
I VW (.45 _ to .50 _) 8A6.8 in
3.05 m
•71 m
2
21.65 m
3.277 m
11.643 m
1.585 m
7.889 m
1.281 tad
21.52 m
.0118 (Each)
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PERFORMANCE
The performance capability of the baseline airplane is presented. The data
documentsthe ability of the airplane to perform the design mission of 7780
kilometers (4200 n. miles) with a payload of 22,000 kg (49,000 lb). Takeoff
and landing performance are designed to give a 3,200 meter (10,500 ft) balanced
field length. Takeoff and landing configurations are the sameusing 0.349 rad
(20-degree) trailing edge flaps. There are no leading edge devices inboard
of the wing vertical fins. Outboard of the fins there are Krueger flaps which
are deflected 0.785 radians (45-degree). These do not enhancelow speed lift
capability to a measurable extent, but do provide somerelief from pitchup
tendency. Deflected 0.436 radians (25-degree) during transonic climb, these
Kruegers improve the lift-to-drag ratio over that segment.
The speeds referred to in the Federal Aviation Regulations Part 25, pertaining
to takeoff are portrayed in Figure 3-'48. The sequence are of reference speeds
marked along a takeoff acceleration run in equivalent airspeed. The appro-
priate 3 or 4 engine takeoff conditions and the required relationships between
these speeds are also indicated. In addition to Part 25 of the FAR, special
conditions 25-43-EU-12 for the SNIA/BACConcorde have been incorporated. The
use of minimumdemonstration speed (VMIN) rather than stall speed (vs) results
from these special conditions. Also, an added requirement on V2 speed is
that it be equal to or greater than 1.125 times the zero rate of climb speed
with one engine inoperative.
Figure 3-49 compares VMiN_and the minimum unstick speed with 4 engines oper-
ating (VMu4) for O- and 20-degree trailing edge flap deflection. It is noted
that the minimum demonstration speed is relatively unaffected by flap posi-
tion. This implies that the stall speed with and without flap deflection is
essentially the same. Minimum unstick speed is reduced by approximately 20
KEAS with 20-degrees of flap, while the minimum demonstration speeds are only
2 KEAS apart.
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The international baseline mission is described in Figure 3-50 with a sketch
showing the mission segments. The segments are identified with the fuel used
during each segment and the distance covered during each segment. Block fuel
and range are totaled and the relevant takeoff and landing weights are indi-
cated. Time history of wing reference plane angle of attack and a Mach time
history are shown in Figure 3-51 over the mission profile. The design mis-
sion was run for a Standard day plus 8 _ K to be conservative in terms of the
engine output and fuel consumption.
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SEGMENT SEGMENT FUEL {Lb) SEGMENT DIST, {N.Mi
Ground Maneuver 17,540 Lb. 10
T.O. & Climb to 5000 Ft.
Loiter (I 5000 Ft, fo_ 4 Min, 3,910 0
Accaderate to 325 KEAS 1.741 1
Climb to Optimum Altitude 77.500 346
Cruise • M = 2,62 (Hot Oey) 21g.668 3.714
[:h_celerate to 325 KEAS 5 I
OmQmt to 54300 Ft, Q 325 KEAS 1,415 191
Loitm • S000 Ft. for 5 Min, 2.506 0
BLOCK FUEL =324.285 Lb. RANGE _ 4,263 N, Mi,
D_patch Wt. 750,000 Lb,
Landintl Wt, 426.074 Lb.
Rm Ftxel 64,074 Lb.
Payload Wt, 49,000 Lb,
@ ®
Q
SEGMENT SEGMENT FUEL (kg) SEGMENT DIST. fkmJ
(_) Ground Maneuvar, 7,900 kg 18.5
T.O. & Climb to 1526 m
Loiter @ 1526 m for 4 rain. 1,772 0
(_ Accelerlte to 602 km/11r 790 1.85
(_) Climb 1o Optimum AhitllCle 35,150 640
Cruise • M = 2,62 (Hot Day] 99.500 6.870
I_eloratal to 602 km/llr 2 1
Do&cent to 1526 m • 602 km/hr 641 353.5
Loiter" • 1526 m fo_ 5 Min.
1,13___.._8 O
BLOCK FUEL = 147,893 kg RANGE = 7.885.7 km
D_$p0tch Wt. 340,000 kg
Ltndi_l Wt. 192,107 kg
Ruervll Fuel 29.000 kg
P-.yIoM We, 22.200 kg
ORIGINAL PAGE _S
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FIGURE 3-50. BASELINE MISSION PROFILE
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STABILITY AND CONTROL
The analysis presented herein substantiates the ability of the baseline
airplane to meet the stability and control criteria outlined. Much of the
analysis was accomplished using a Continuous Systems Modeling Program inter-
active computer graphics technique for simulating real time responses. This
technique was used to verify control power and set center of gravity limits.
It was essential to the selection and demonstration of a satisfactory stabil-
ity augmentation concept. The results presented here are limited to sun_nary
presentations showing specific compliance with the criteria. However, addi-
tional maneuvers typical of those employed in flight testing for subjective
pilot evaluation have beenmodeled. These time histories show that the base-
line airplane with augmentation performs the maneuvers smoothly and accurately
at rates appropriate for a transport airplane of this size.
Aeroelastic Effects
The effects of aeroelasticity are included in the stability and control anal-
ysis. The aeroelastic effects are detailed in Section 4. These effects are
limited to the airframe lift coefficient and pitching moment derivatives, the
roll control effectiveness and roll damping. In the longitudinal plane the
difference in stiffness between the candidate structural design concepts is
negligible. The relative wing stiffness of the structural concepts is felt
primarily in roll control effectiveness and to a lesser extent in roll damp-
ing. The roll performance implicit in the lateral-directional analysis is
based on the stiffness of the strength designed monocoque structure. Of the
structural designs considered, this concept afforded the least degradation in
roll performance.
!
Automatic Stabilization
The baseline airplane is assumed to be equipped with a three axis stability
augmentation system (SAS) which will be required to function at all times.
[
i
No SAS off responses are shown because it is assumed that the system will
have adequate redundancy so thah it will always be in operation. A schematic
diagram of the longitudinal augmentation loop is shown in Figure 3-52. In a
feed forward loop the pilot stabilizer input command signal is lag-conditioned
and then compared with the airframe pitch rate feedback. A gain is applied
to that net signal and it is then summed with the pilot input to drive the
stabilizer servo. Similar rate command augmentation loops around the yaw and
roll axes are also employed.
Center of Gravity Limits
The center of gravity limits on Figure 3-53 show the forward limit at 51-per-
cent for all weights and flight conditions. Although, after takeoff, a cen-
ter of gravityposition more forward than this could be tolerated, for the
sake of efficient cruise the forward limit has been defined as 51-percent at
all times.
Operating Envelopes
A summary of the baseline configuration speed altitude capability is shown in
the envelope of Figure 3-54. The equivalent airspeed and Mach number limits
are shown as a function of pressure altitude. The maximum operating speeds
(VMo, MMO) and the design dive speeds (VD, MD) are consistent with structural
design limits and are in accordance with Federal Aviation Regulations, Part
25.335.
The estimated minimum demonstration speeds for the clean airplane and for the
20-degree flap configuration are shown in Figure 3-55. These speeds are ob-
tained from time histories of minimum speed demonstration maneuvers with a
forward c.g. and an entry rate of 1 deg/sec (0.O1745 rad/sec). This entry
rate was chosen in lieu of being able to satisfy the usual entry rate of 1
knot/sec (O.5144 m/sec). The minimum speed shown is the speed at which re-
covery from the demonstration was initiated. Strong nose down piching moment
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occurs at angles of attack above the angle for minimum speed through the
action of the envelope limiting mode of the longitudinal SAS.
Takeoff Rotation
Minimum nose wheel liftoff speeds as a function of c.g. position have been
computed for two weights as shown on Figure 3n56. The c.g. position that will
give the maximum nose wheel lift off speed and yet qualify as geometry limited
is shown. In order to be geometry limited, the angle of attack for ground
scrape must be attained at a speed equal to or less than 0.96 times the mini-
mum unstick speed. The nose wheel must lift earlier by an interval which
depends on the acceleration down the runway and the rotation rate. Dynamic
takeoff studies have shown that the rate of rotation for takeoff should not
be greater than Z-degrees per second or excessive tail strike loads will
result. Assuming a rotation rate of 3.5-degrees per senond, the required
minimum speeds are calculated for nose wheel lift off. These are shown for
two weights. At both weights the center of gravity which corresponds to the
required minimum speed occurs at 51-percent MAC. Thus, there is no depend-
ence of forward limit on takeoff gross weight. Nose up control power in
ground effect is indicated by Figure 3-57 where the pitch characteristic is
shown for zero stabilizer incidence and full airplane nose up stabilizer. The
forward c.g. line is shown. It is seen that the control power is more than
adequate (l-l/2 times what is required.) at the scrape angle and the rota-
tional acceleration at static ground altitude is quite high.
Envelope Limiting
I
An example of the minimum speed demonstrated maneuver is shovn in Figure 3-58.
This is the trace of a CSMP Graphics modeling of the airplane at maximum land-
ing weight with an aft c.g. The airplane nose down stabilizer input for enve-
lope limiting is applied at a speed of 214 km/h (115.5 keas). This speed is
the minimum speed required in order to give a landing approach reference speed
(1.3 VMI N) of 278 km/h (150 keas). The speed decreases somewhat below the
stick actuation speed but this undershoot is not considered in establishing
the minimum speed. Minimum speed is identified as the lowest speed at which
3-_8
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normal recovery techniques could be successfully applied. That would be the
speed immediately before the automatic pitch limiting system is actuated at
214 km/h (115.5 keas), so that is used as the minimum speed in lieu of stall
speed. Similar studies were conducted for other weights and these studies
produced the aft c.g. limit line for low speed which is shown oh the center
of gravity limits (Figure 3-53).
Longitudinal Maneuver Capability
With the advent of fail-operational active controls apparent maneuver stabi-
lity margin is diminished as a useful criterion. Therefore criterion I-4.1
has been discarded and no analysis responding directly to it is included in
this report.
A set of longitudinal stabilizer incidence settings for trim and maneuver are
shown in Figures 3-59 through 3-70 for conditions at sea level, and at alti-
tudes of 9160 m (30,000 ft) and 21,360 m (70,000 ft). Data shown on these
figures demonstrate that adequate longitudinal control is available through-
out the flight envelope to attain the maneuver g-levels established by
criteria I-I.4, 1-2.1, I-4.2 and I-4.3. Both flaps down and flaps up config-
urations are presented.
Aeroelastic effects have been included in arriving at the incidence angles
shown in the transonic and supersonic charts. The free airplane shape is
represented for the chordwise stiffened wing at the correct altitude and Mach
number. For the transonic curves a fully loaded wing at 750,000 ib is used
to represent a climb condition. For the supersonic curves the mid-cruise
weight of 550,000 Ib is used.
An angle of attack limit line showing the speed-load factor boundary set by
the actuation of the automatic envelope limiting system is also shown. It
can be seen that at the lowest normal operating speed of 1.2 VMI N a ! .5-g
maneuvering capability exists for conditions at sea level and aft c.g. at
9160 m (30,000 ft). At cruise altitudes the envelope limiting does not
restrict maneuvers. The stabilizer deflections are more positive for aft c.g.
because the airplane is statically unstable. The location of the aerodynamic
center (a.c.) at cruise for the rigid airplane iE 55-percent MAC. With
8-percant destabilizing effect of aeroelasticity at cruise Mach number,
3-50
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Ealtitude and midcruise weight, the flexible airplane a.c. is at 47-percent.
The c.g. envelope is 51-percent to 55-percent so the airplane is always
unstable. The farther aft the c.g. the more positive tail incidence is
=
required for trimming and for positive maneuvers. For the forward c.g. where
the airplane is near neutral stability the lines are compressed indicating
that the tail incidence for trim and manuever differ slightly if at all.
The active stabilization system will accommodate this and provide the proper
angle to achieve or maintain the commanded pitch rate.
Minimum speed for each weight and altitude condition is established for the
aft c.g. case. This is the most positive tail incidence required to trim.
The minimum speed occurs when the incidence to trim for 1-g flight is equal
to the total leading edge up stabilizer minus the tail deflection required to
provide the airplane nose down pitch acceleration needed at that speed and
altitude. Dynamic time history studies of pitch envelope limiting recovery
show that a residual pitch capability at the recovery initiation must be ade-
quate to provide a -.1 rad/sec 2 nose down acceleration.
Minimum Control Speed
The minimum control speed on the ground (VMcG) was determined using aerody-
namic control alone. Nosewheel steering or landing gear resistance was not
included. A seven-knot (13 km/h) adverse crosswind has been included. The
minimum speed is shown in Figure 3-71 as 167 keas (309 km/h). The Federal
Aviation Regulations, Part 25, requires that the takeoff decision speed V 1 be
greater than VMC G. Decision speed necessary for meeting the performance ob-
jective of 10,500 ft (3200 m) balanced field length is 186 keas (344 km/h).
Thus the FAR requirement is easily met with no constraint on performance.
Air minimum control speed (VMcA) as shown on Figure 3-72 was determined for
two flight conditions. For both conditions one fourth of the available roll
control power has been retained for handling gusts.
The first cond_ition is takeoff with one outboard engine failed and the others
at maximum takeoff thrust. This condition defines the minimum control speed
for meeting FAR takeoff speed requirements. Criterion II-4.2 summarizes these
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Eas: 1.05 VMC A must be less than or equal to rotational speed (VI) and 1.1 VMC A
must be less than or equal to V 2. Reference to Figure 3-_8 shows that this
criterion is met.
The second flight condition is landing with two engines failed. Power for
maintaining a B-degree approach is retained on the remaining engines. Landing
minimum control speed with 2 engines out (VMcL_ 2) was introduced as a criterion
by the Concorde special conditions. They require that approach speed (VAp P)
be less than or equal to 1.05 VMCL_2. This is satisfied with VMCL_ 2 = 142
keas and VAp P = 150 keas.
Crosswind Landing
The maximum crosswind that can be controlled by the lateral directional con-
trol system assuming a4 degree (O.0698rad) crab ingle and no bank is pre-
sented in Figure 3-73. Criterion II-2 requires that 2/3 of the maximum yaw
control be employed retaining 1/3 for control of gusts. It is seen that a
1.3 VMI N which is the landing reference speed that a 90-degree (1.57 rad)
crosswind of 22 keas (40.7 km/h) can be controlled and in this condition less
than full roll control capability is employed. The limiting crosswind speed
is recorded when the roll control is saturated and in this condition at 1.3
VMI N at 27 keas (50 km/h) can be handled. Less than full yaw control is
used here retaining some margin for gusts. The intent of the criterion in
retaining some margin of yaw control is met by this capability. The roll con-
trol limited crosswind landing capability is considered to be meeting the cri-
terion within 10-percent. If any amount of de-crab capability_ is supplied by
the landing gear there should be no difficulty in landing with a 30 knot
(55.5 km/h) crosswind.
Steady Sideslip
A steady state sideslip at VAp P in landing configuration with all engines
operating is shown in Figure 3-74. With full directional control input
(6V = 25 deg) the roll control required is less than _hree fourths of the
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I
control available thus satisfying criterion ll-3.h. At full directional
control the sideslip angle is 5.1 degree and bank angle is 3.3-degree. The
landing approach condition is presented because it is among the most critical
and it is a condition where the sideslip maneuver may be expected to occur in
operational practice. At higher speed flight conditions directional control
authority may be limited while for the landing approach and takeoff full
authority may be available.
Roll Performance
Roll performance time histories are shown for two flight conditions in Figures
3-75 and 3-76. The two conditions are landing approach and transonic cruise-
climb. Full roll control is applied at initiation and held throughout the
time interval shown. No yaw damping is employed. It is obvious from both
cases that active yaw stability augmentation is required to damp out the severe
Dutch roll tendency. Criteria 11-3.1, 11-3.2 and 11-3.3 cannot be met without
active controls on the yaw axis. Roll rate reversal occurs in both cases and
in neither is the objective roll angle acquired within the desired time. Max-
imumroll rates on the order of 20 degrees (0.349 rad) per second in the ini-
tial phase of the maneuver show that adequate roll control power is available
but roll performance cannot be realized without yaw rate damping.
Figure 3-77 presents a measure of roll capability of the Final Design airplane
at supersonic speeds. The results were obtained by executing a one-degree of
freedom steady state roll using spoiler-slot deflector 2 and inverted spoiler-
slot deflector 3. The results indicate a 20-degree per second roll rate
capability at supersonic speeds for a flexible supersonic cruise transport.
Response to Unstart
Experience with YF-12 type aircraft shows that unstart of an engine inlet can
be one of the most severe hazards of supersonic cruise flight for multi-engine
aircraft. This phenomena has engendered the existence of tameness criteria
such as Criterion II-5. Meeting this criterion without using hardened SAS
would require a vertical stabilizer much larger than has been provided on the
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K
aircraft as defined for this study. Use of active stabilization on all axes
allows fully automatic response to the effects of unstart. Figure 3-78 shows
the time history of sideslip and control deflection following an unstart at
a time of 5 seconds. No pilot action is assumed. Command augmentation loops
on both roll and yaw axes respond to the non-zero roll and yaw rates induced
by the instantaneous effects of the unstart and the more gradual thrust
asymmetry.
E
The peak sideslip angle attained is less than one-half degree (0.00872 rad)
because of the quick response of the automatic system. Relying on pilot ac-
tion with human sensory and motor lags would permit greater excursions which
could cause injuries to many passengers in a transport aircraft. The small
response allowed by the actively stabilized system should be tolerable and
argues the necessity for hardened stability augmentation. The use of this
same roll and yaw command augmentation should produce vastly improved roll
performance which was shown to be deficient in the preceding section.
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SECTION 4
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA
INTRODUCTION
r
The structural design criteria defined in this section have been developed to provide
(i) the basis for the evaluation of the structural design concepts and (2) a level
of structural safety equivalent to current transports for assessing structural mass
trends resulting from application of these criteria.
The criteria are based on the structural requirements of the Federal Aviation
Agency, FAR 25, and the Tentative Airworthiness Standards for Supersonic Transports,
revised January i, 1971. It is expected that, during the development of a super-
sonic cruise transport, areas requiring modification to existing airworthiness
standards may be revealed. Several such instances are identified as the resu/t of
this study and appropriate criteria changes are discussed.
DESIGN MASS
Analytical Design Studies - Task I
The design gross mass of the baseline airplane is defined in the following para-
graphs for the initial design studies:
Maximum Design Taxi Mass
• Includes mass of taxi and run-up fuel
• Used for all taxi and ground handling loads
• Maximum mass for design with full fuel and full payload (FFFP)
= 340,000 kg (750,000 ib)
Maximum Design Take-Off Mass = 338,000 kg (745,000 lb)
• Excludes mass of taxi and run-up fuel
4-1
• Maxim1_taxi mass less 2270kg (5000 ib) of fuel expendedbetween
dispatch and time at which sufficient speed is attained to permit
performing a 2.5-g maneuver.
• Maximummass at which in-flight loads are determined
Maximum Fli6ht Gross Mass = Variable with altitude
• Flight design mass is variable with altitude as shown in Figure 4-1
• Determined by considering fuel required to reach each altitude along
the flight profile.
Maximum Landing Gross Mass
• Operating weight empty (OWE)
• Payload
• Fuel
Maximum Zero Fuel Mass
• Equal to OWE plus payload
Minimum Fli_ht Mass
• Equal to OWE plus 5 percent of fuel capacity
= 191,o00 kg (42O,OOO lb)
= 146,000 kg (321,000 lb)
= 22,000 kg (49,000 ib)
= 23,000 kg (50,000 lb)
= 168,000 kg (370,000 ib)
= 154,000 kg (340,000 ib)
The variation of airplzne mass with center-of-gravity location is shown on Figure 4-2.
Phe ground handling and con%rollabi!ity limits are indicated for determination of
design loads.
Engineerin_ Design Studies - Task II
The airplane mass properties used for the detailed design studies are based on a
fixed size and taxi mass airolane described in Section 2, Baseline Configuration
Concepts. The design mass changes were affected by the wing and fuselage primary
structure define_ {or the selected structural approach and DroDulsion system mass
resulting from the Task I studies.
Maximum Desisn Taxi Mass = 34o,00o k_ (750,00o ib)
Maximum Desi_n Take-Off Mass = 338,000 kg (745,000 lb)
Maximum Flignt Groas Mass = Variable with Maeh number
or altitude
4-2
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Figure 4-!. Airplane Mass Variation with Altitude - Task I
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Maximum Landing Gross Mass
• Operatin_ Weight Empty (OWE)
• Payload
• Fuel
Maximum Zero Fuel Mass
• Equal to OWE plus payload
Minimum Flight Mass
• Equal to OWE plus 5 percent of fuel capacity
= 195,000 kg (430,000 ib)
= 142,000 kg (314,000 ib)
: 22,000 kg (49,000 lb)
: 30,000 kg (67,000 ib)
= 164,000 k_ (363,000 ib)
= 150,000 k_ (330,000 ib)
In addition to the aforementioned design mass, the following are defines _nd used
as appropriate for the analysis in Section i0.
OWE - Strength Design
OWE - Final Design
= 141,000 kg (31l,OO0 Ib)
: 142,000 kg _3!_,000 lb)
The variation of airplane mass with center of _ravitv location is presented in
Figure 4-3.
DESIGN SPEEDS
Design airspeeds are selected to provide an operational envelope compatible with
desired fii_ht profiles (Figure 4-4). Selected design airspeeds are expressed in
terms of equivalent airspeed (EAS) in the following paragraphs.
Design Cruise Speed_ V C
The structural design cruise speed (VC) is selected as the pl_ned operatin_ speed
in climb, cruise and descent. Additional margins are not included to provide
tolerance for deviations from the nominal flight profile. Selection oi cruise
sDeeds for a final design should include additional margins considering such
things as accuracy of the air data system and ability of the pilot or autoDilot to
maintain the Dro_rammed profile in climb, cruise and descent. The V C profile in
Figure 4-5 is defined as:
• A constant 325 knots equivalent airspeed from sea level to 35_300 feet
• A linear-trgnsition from 325 knots from 35,300 feet to 460 knots at
44,000 feet.
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Figure 4-3, Airplane Mass Variation with Center of Gravity - Task II
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• A constint 460 knots to 61,500 feet (Mach 2.7) with a constant cruise
Mach number at higher altitudes as defined in Figure 4-5.
It is noted that this entire equivalent airspeed versus pressure altitude profile is
invariant with change in ambient day condition. The ambient day condition does,
however, establish the maximum altitude up to which this equivalent airspeed profile
may be followed. This variable cut-off altitude is imposed by the temperature
selected for structural design. Figure 4-6 illustrates the effect of a temperature
limit selected for design for the L-2000-7A aircraft (i.e., Standard Day _ 18F).
This maximum operating total temperature is based on providing structural adequacy
in continuous flight at Mach 2.7 at pressure altitudes up tO_6,000 feet on a
U.S. Standard Day plus 18F. This concept of defining the maximum operating speed in
the cruising altitude range provides a more meaningful criterion since total temp-
erature integrates the thermal effect of both Mach number and ambient temperature.
A single value of operating Mach number, on the other hand, does not truly estab-
lish a structural limit, unless ambient temperature is also specified. Note on
the figure the change in Mach number with ambient day condition. It can be seen
that the structural design and placard value of total temperature provides struc-
tural capability for a margin of AM = 0.1 above the operating Mach number, 2.7, on
a Standard Day, and up to _M = 0.2 on a Standard Day -18F. On those infrequent
occasions where the ambient temperature is 18F or more above Standard, the operating
Mach number and the structural placard are coincident.
Design Dive Speed, V D
The design dive sDeed is selected to provide a margin of safety for the inadvertent
large excursions in excess of the operating sDeed. The VD profile was adopted from
previous comprehensive analytical studies of overspeeds resulting from a wide
variety of oossible conditions (Reference I). The dive sDeed profile for design
of the baseline configuration shown in Figure 4-5 is comprised of the following
segments:
• A constant 390 knots equivalent airspeed from sea level to an altitude of
31,600 feet
• A linea_ transition from 390 knots at 31,600 feet to 525 knots at
41,000 feet
• A constant 525 knots to 59,000 feet altitude
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Above 59,000 feet, speeds corresponding to a maximumcompressor inlet
pressure of 30 psia, and/or a maximumtotal temperature of 635 F [Mach 2.9
on a U.S. Std. plus 18 F day). These values are compatible with limits
established in the L-2000-7 design study and provide a "delta" Machspeed
equal to 0.20 at supersonic Machnumbers in compliance with the tentative
modification to FAR25.335(b) contained in the Tentative Airworthiness
Standards for SuDersonic Transports.
Design Maneuvering Speed, VA
Design Speedfor MaximumGust Intensity, VB
Both VA and VB speeds are currently defined in terms of stalling speed (Vs) with
flaps retracted at each airplane massunder consideration. VS for a supersonic
transport is defined as the minimumoperational speed in accordance with Tentative
Airworthiness Standard 25.103 and 25.201. Minimumspeed is identified as the low-
est speed at which normal recovery techniques could be successfully applied. That
would be the speed immediately before the automatic pitch limiting system is actua-
ted. See Section 3 - Aerodynamics (Envelope Limiting and Longitudinal Maneuver
Capability subsections). Thus, the design envelope is angle-of-attack limited
rather than stall limited for the arrow-wing configuratlon. This definition per-
mits establishing the design maneuvering speed as the speed corresponding to
2.5 load factor at the appropriate flight design mass and maximumusable normal
force coefficient. Maximumusable normal force coefficient is defined by an angle
of attack limit as a function of Machnumber. Angle of attack limits in the sub-
sonic Machrange approximate the neutral longitudinal stability boundary; at higher
Machnumbers the angle of attack is sufficient to permit 2.5 load factor capability
at the airplane mass/altitude combinations for cruise. Angle of attack limits for
structural design are shownin Figure 4-7.
Design Flap Speed, VF
The leading edge flaps are deflected down 45-degrees during takeoff and the subse-
quent takeoff climb to Mach0.4; 20-degrees deflection to Mach1.0. Takeoff speeds
are defined in Section 3, Aerodynamics.
The trailing edg@flap design speeds are in accordance with FAR25.335(e).
4-8
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"SEGMENT SEGMENT FUEL ILb) SEGMENT DIST (N.ML)
(_ Ground Maneuver 17,540 Lb, 10
T.O. & Climb to 5000 Ft.
Loiter @ 5000 Ft. for 4 Min 3,910 0
Accelerate to 325 KEAS 1.741 1
Climb to Optimum Altitude 77,500 346
Cruise @ M = 2,62 (Hot D;W}" 219.668 3.714
Deceferite to 325 KEAS 5 1D_t to 5000 Ft. @ 325 KEA$ 1,415 191
Loiter @ 5000 Ft. for 5 Min, 2,506 0
BLOCK FUEL =324,285 Lb. RANGE = 4.263 N Mi.
Dispatch HI, 750.000 Lb.
Ls.dinli Wt. 426.074 Lh,
RM_vt Fuel 64.074 Lb.
Payload Wt. 49.000 Lb.
Baseline Missions Profile - International Misslon
(Mach 2.62 Cruise)
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DESIGN FLIGHT PROFILE
Analytical Design Studies - Task I
The flight profile used for limit design and in the determination of the tempera-
tures and temperature gradients is shown in Figure h-4. The tabulation of
international mission (Table 4-1) described in the figure is further defined with
a sketch, Figure 4-8, showing the mission segments. The segments are identified
with the fuel used during each segment and th_ distance covered during each segment.
The data documents the ability of the airplane to perform the design mission of
7780 kilometers (4200 n. miles) with a payload of 22,000 kilograms (49,000 lb). The
international mission is approximately 3.4 hours in duration; three-quarters or
2.5 hours is at Mach 2.62 (hot day) cruise.
Engineering Design Studies - Task II
The mission analysis results of the baseline configuration for Task II are presented
in Table 4-2. As noted on the table, the dispatch mass of 340,000 kilograms
(750,000 pounds) remains unchanged. However, the zero fuel mass reflects the
aporo_riate change in structural mass resultin_ from the Task I analysis (Reference
Section 2, Table 2-5). The data shows the ability of the airplane to oerform a
mission of 7700 kilometers (4166 n. miles) with a payload of 22,000 kilograms
(49,000 ib). The mission duration remains essentially unchanged as indicated by
the Total Time data presented.
STRUCTURAL DESIGN TEMPERATURE CRITERIA
Structural design temperatures are based on the Mach 2.62 (hot day) international
flight profile. The "hot day" condition for these analyses is defined as an ambient
temoerature 8K (14.4F) above U.S. 1962 Standard Day temperature. The design
temperatures are determined to assure structural adequacy in selection of structural
materials, establishment of material allowables, and determination of thermal
stresses induced by temperature _radients. The effects 0f temperature on airframe
stiffness properties and deflected airframe shape are also considered.
ThermoDhysical Properties
Appropriate values for conductivity, specific heat, emissivity, and solor absorp-
tivity are selected for the various materials in performing structural temperature
4-10
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I
analyses. A detailed discussion of values used for analysis is given in Section 6,
Structural Temperatures.
Ultimate Strain Factor
B
To define the ultimate combined load/strain condition, a factor of 1.25 is applied
to the thermal strains wherever applications of the factor is in a direction to
increase design stresses. Limit thermal strains (no factors) are used in the
fatigue and fail-safe analyses.
MANEUVERING FLIGHT CRITERIA
: r : : T
Maneuver loads analyses_are based on solution Of the airplane equations of motion
for oilQt-induced maneuvers, considerin_ altitudes between sea level and 70,000 feet,
all speeds, gross mass and center of gravity limits perviously defined.
Aerodynamic stability and control characteristics used in analyses include consider-
ation of non-linearities determined from wind tunnel measured force data and include
the effects of analytically determined airload redistribution caused by airplane
flexibility.
Limit Maneuvering Load Factors
Design load factors comply with the requirements of FAR 25.333, 25.337, and 25.335.
Symmetrical Flight Maneuvers. - Except where limited by the maximum usable
normal force coefficient or by available longitudinal control deflection, the
limit symmetric maneuvering load factors are as follows:
• Positive maneuvers:
• Negative maneuvers:
at V D .
• Limit maneuvering load factors with trailing edge flaps deflected
are 2.0 and zero at all Soeeds to VF.
n = 2.5 at all design speeds
n = -i.0 up to V C and varies linearly to zero
4-13
Rollin_ Maneuver Entry Load Factors. - Symmetrical load factors at entry into
the rolling maneuvers are the followin_:
• Upper limit: n = +1.67 at all design sDeeds
• Lower limit: n = 0 uD to V C and varies linearly up to +i.0 at VD
Symmetrical Flight Maneuver Balanced Condition
In accordance with TAR 25.331(b), design loads are determined for the airDlane in
equilibrium flight with zero pitching acceleration for all significant points on the
V-n diagram defined above.
Symmetrical Flight Maneuver Pitchin_ Conditions
Abrupt pitching maneuver analyses are conducted for a specified control displacement
in comDliance with FAR 25.331(c) (3).
At speeds up to VD at all altitudes, the longitudinal control is abruptly disDlaced
so as to attain the specified load factor.
Example time histories and analysis results pertinent to structural design loads are
given in Section-5.
Rolling Maneuvers
Analyses are performed in compliance with FAR 25.349 as modified by Reference 2 at
speeds'up to VD at all altitudes. The analysis results pertinent to structural
design loads are given in Section 5, Structural Design Loads.
GROUND HANDLING CRITERIA
Structural design criteria for ground handlin_ conditions comply with the appropriate
paragraph in FAR 25. In loads analyses performed for these conditions the followin_
general provisions apply:
• Loads analyses are considered for the maximum design taxi mass_ except
for conditions concerning the takeoff run, in which case the maximum
gross mass is the maximum design takeoff mass.
4-14
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No wing lift is considered, except where acting to increase loads in the
takeoff rotation condition.
...... LANDING CRITERIA
Structural design criteria for landin_ conditions comply with FAR 25 as modified by
Reference 2.
U
m
Airplane Mass and Centers of Gravity (FAR 25.471)
All airplane mass from minimum flyin_ mass to maximum takeoff mass are considered at
the appropriate sinking speeds as indicated below. The critical centers of gravity
within the structural design mass versus center of _ravity envelope are included.
Design Sinkin_ Speeds (FAR 25.L73)
The limit design descent velocity at the instant of main landing Kear impact is i0 fDs
at all weights from minimum design flight mass to maximum design landing mass.
FUEL TANK PRESSURES
The fol!owin_ combinations of limit fuel pressure and loads are used for structural
design:
Flight Conditions - Limit Loads
Fuel Dressure = the sum of fuel head multiplied by the ace@lerations for the parti-
cular condition and +3.0 Dsig (valve tolerance).
Handling, Taxi and Ground Handling Conditions
Fuel Dressure = Fuel head multiDlied by the accelerations for the particular
condition.
Note: Tank pressurization is ne_!igibie for these conditions.
4-15
Fueling and Defueling
Fuel pressure = +8.0 psig and -3.0 psig.
Note: Vent system lines are selected such that these values will not be exceeded
in event of dual failure of the fueling valves.
EMERGENCYLANDINGCRITERIA
Structural design criteria for emergencylandin_ conditions comply with FAR25.561
as modified by Reference 2. The airplane is designed to protect the occuoants under
the followin_ conditions, although the airplane itself maysuffer damage.
Design Conditions (FAR25.561)
The following ultimate inertia load factors are apDiied to occupants, to each item
of mass that could injure an occupant if it cameloose in a minor crash landing, and
to the fuel in all tanks in quantities that might be present in landings at the
MaximumDesign Landing Mass:
Upward:
Forward:
Sideward:
Downward:
n=2.0
n=9.0
n=l.5
n = 4.5, or any lesser value that will not be exceeded in a
wheels-up landing at MaximumDesign Landing Msss at an
ultimate sinking speed of 5 fps.
Each load factor is applied as an arbitrary independent condition.
FATIGUEANDFAIL-SAFELOADSCRITERIA
Structural design criteria with respect to fatigue and fail-safe requirements are
in accordance with FAR25.571 and 25.573. The fatigue and fail-safe design objec-
tives and analyses are presented in Section 13, Fatigue and Fail-Safe.
No requirements are currently specified for crack growth. However, analyses are
conducted to show that small cracks that are likely to be missed on a given inspec-
tion will not grow to catastrophic failure before the next inspection period which
is in the order of 8000 to 12,000 flight hours.
4-16
iFatigue Spectrum
Fatigue analysis for the baseline configuration is based upon the Lockheed Loading
Spectrum "C" which was developed under "Fatigue Behavior of Materials for the
Superonsic Transport," contract AF-33(657)-11640, Exhibit "B", of the SST research
program sponsored by the Federal Aviation Agency. Spectrum "C", shown on Figure_ 4-9,
represents the final iteration to provide a moderately conservative representation
of loading history for supersonic cruise aircraft. Reference stress level and
oscillatory flight loading are defined on the spectrum and includes representative
tensile thermal stress increment and simulation of ground loadings.
Fatigue Criteria
The basic criteria is to provide a structure that will be good for a service life
of 50,000 flight hours. Appropriate multiplying factors are applied to the design
life for use in establishing allowable design stresses. For structure subjected
to a spectrum loading, the allowables are selected using a factor of 2 X the design
life of 50,000 hours. For areas of the fuselage structure subjected to constant
amplitude loading the allowable stresses are selected for 200,000 flight hours of
service (50,000 X 4). A larger factor is applied to constant amplitude loading
because the scatter in fatigue life is larger for this type of loading.
Fail-Safe Design Criteria
Fail-safe design concepts are employed for the wing and fuselage structures of the
baseline airplane. The fail-safe structures are capable of supporting the fail-safe
design load of i00 percent limit load, as defined in the Tentative Airworthiness
Standards for SST, for the damage conditions analyses in Section 13. The residual
strength of the damaged structure shall be capable of withstanding these limit loads
without failure if practical; in any event, the requirements of FAR 25.571 will be
met.
MINIMUM GAGE CRITERIA
The following criteria have been established in the selection of minimum gages
for regions which are not designated to specific strength requirements (Table 4-3).
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TABLE 4-3. MINIMUM GAGE CRITERIA
STRUCTURAL CONCEPT
Monocoque Panels
• Honeycomb Core
Sandwich
• Truss-Core Sandwich
Spanwise Stiffened Panels
• Zee Stiffened
• Integral Zee
• Hat Section Stiffened
• Integrally Stiffened
Chordwise Stiffened Panels
• Circular Arc-Concave
Beaded Skin
• Circular Arc-Convex
Beaded Skin I• Corrugation-Concave
Beaded Skin i
ELEMENT MINIMUM GAGE
(in.) (ram)
Skin (exterior)
Upper .015 .381
Lower .020 .508
Skin (interior) .010 .254
Core .oo2 (1) .05o(1)
Skin (exterior)
Upper Surface .015 .381
Lower Surface .020 .508
Skin (interior) .010 .254
Core .008 .203
Skin
Upper Surface .015 .381
Lower Surface .020 .508
Stiffener .015 .381
Skin
Upper Surface .015 .381
Lower Surface .020 .508
Stiffener .020 .508
Skin
Upper Surface .015 .381
Lower Surface .020 .508
Stiffener .015 .381
Skin
Upper Surface .015 .381
Lower Surface .020 .508
Stiffener .020 .508
Skin (exterior)
Upper Surface .015 .381
Lower Surface _020 .508
Skin (interior) .010 .254
NOTE: (1) Brazed honeycomb minimum core foil thickness = .002 in (.050 mm)
Stresskin minimum gage = .0025 in (.06h mm).
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The bases for selection include consideration of the structural concept employed,
fabrication constraints and foreign object damage(FOD) effects.
PRESSURIZEDCABINLOADSCRITERIA
Criteria for design differential pressures comply with FAR25.365. Design pressures
are based on providing a 6000 ft cabin altitude at a flight altitude of 70,000 feet.
These conditions produce a nominal cabin pressure of 11.8 psia, which combinedwith
the ambient pressure at 70,000 ft altitude of 0.6 psia results in a nominal differ-
ential pressure of 11.2 psi.
Maximumdesign differential pressure includes a tolerance which accounts for varia-
tions in static reference, a regulator value tolerance, and relief valve tolerances
as illustrated in Figure h-10.
An envelope of differential pressure values used to determine loads on the pressurized
cabin is shownon Figure 4-Ii. The limits for structural design range from -0.4 psi
to 11.7 psi, with intermediate values.between sea level and 38,000 feet. The vari-
ation is established by considering a cabin pressure equal to sea level pressure as
a limiting value.
Criteria for applying these differential pressures in structural design analyses and
tests are defined below.
Differential Pressure for Combination with Limit Loads
A differential pressure varying from -0.4 psi to the appropriate maximumdifferential
pressure for a particular altitude, consistent with the design envelope shownon
Figure 4-11, is combinedwith the external air loads and other appropriate struc-
tural loads due to maneuversor gusts.
Differential Pressure for Fatigue Design
The structure is evaluated for fatigue strength using the nominal differential
pressure, 11.2 psi, plus the airload and other appropriate structural loads due to
maneuvers_nd gusts.
[
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Differential Pressure for Fail-safe Design
A nominal pressure regulating valve is assumed (regulator tolerance neglected).
Therefore, the tolerance applied to the nominal differential pressure, ll.2 psi, is
0.4 psi (the upper three tolerance increments shown in Figure 4-10), resulting in
a maximum differential pressure of ll.6 psi which is combined with appropriate
external airload and the fail-safe loads defined in Section 13.
r
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS
c
CL_
C_p
C_6a
C_6s p
Cm o
dCm. L5_/dC L or
a(Cm. _5_/CT, )
M x
My
S
z
Pzht
n X
n Z
6 H
Mean aerodynamic chord
Lift-curve slope
Rolling moment coefficient per unit change in roll parameter,
pb/2v
Rolling moment coefficient per unit change in aileron angle
Rolling moment coefficient per unit change in spoiler angle
Pitching moment coefficient at zero lift (positive is nose up)
Rate of change of pitching moment coefficient with lift coefficient
Bending moment about the X-axis
Torsional moment about the Y-axis
Vertical shear force in the Z-axis
Vertical tail load on the horizontal tail
Longitudinal inertia load factor - inertia force parallel to the
airplane longitudinal reference axis divided by the weight (aft
is positive)
Vertical inertia load factor - inertia force parallel to the air-
plane vertical reference axis divided by the weight (up is positiv@
Pitching velocity - angular velocity in pitch about the Y-axis
(positive is nose up)
Pitching acceleration - angular acceleration in pitch about the
Y-axis (positive is nose-up)
Rolling acceleration - angular acceleration in roll about the air-
plane longitudinal axis (positive is clockwise view from the aft)
Horizontal tail deflection - the angle between a line parallel to
the airplane longitudinal reference axis and the deflected posi-
tion (positive is trailing edge down)
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SECTION 5
STRUCTURAL DESIGN LOADS
TNTRODUCTION
The procedures and assumptions used in applying the criteria defined in Section 4
in the calculation of aeroelastic loads and their effects to the arrow-wing con-
figuration supersonic cruise aircraft are described in this section. The loads
calculation result in matrices of net loads over hundreds of panel points on the
aircraft for every case analyzed. Reproducing these data in this report is not
practical. Therefore, the Design Loads section of Task I contains bending moment
and shear curves for the most severe loading condition evaluated for each
structural arrangement. A net loads envelope is then presented for each arrange-
ment at two wing locations to indicate the relative severity of the other condi-
tions investigated.
For the Final Design airplane, stacked matrices of the critical conditions are
tabulated and vector plots of the panel point loads and aeroelastic deflections
are presented.
Since aeroelastic analyses are inherent in the calculation of design loads, other
design data which are derived from aeroelastic loads analyses but not directly
applied in strength analyses, are also included in this section. Examples of these
are the effects of airframe flexibility on aerodynamic stability and control char-
acteristics, along with related discussions on control reversal speeds.
STATIC AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS
The objective of the aeroelastie analysis is to reflect airframe flexibility effects
in the calculation of structural design loads distributions, airframe structural
deflections, and stability and control derivatives. The data generated are used:
(i) to define the jig shape, (2) as input to the basic loads analysis, (3) as input
to the flexible airplane performance, and (4) as input to airplane stability and
control analysis.
5-1
Methods
The aeroelastic analysis consists of combining detailed distributions of airloads,
inertia loads, and airframe flexibility effects so as to result in an elastic
airframe balanced in free-flight at preselected flight conditions (such as speed,
altitude, acceleration, and gross weight). The detailed distributions are pre-
pared in the form of matrices and combinedby use of matrix algebra. Basic input
data to the analyses consist of three parts:
• Mass Distribution
• Structural Influence Coefficient
• Airloads Distributions
The airplane mass distribution is represented by lumpedmasses located at the loads
panel grid point system illustrated schematically in Figure 5-1. The loads panel
grid point system is coincident with the structural influence coefficient (SIC)
grid described in Section 9, Structural Analyses Models.
The methods developed to calculate airload distributions use aerodynamic theories
as well as wind tunnel measured force and pressure data, where available.
Theoretical Airloads Distribution. - Subsonic and supersonic airloads distribution
are determined using the Discrete Load Line Element (DLLE) and the Mach Box computer
programs, respectively.
F
Subsonic Speeds: Calculation of theoretical airload distributions at
subsonic speeds is based on the Discrete Load Line Element (DLLE) method.
The method is theoretically the same as the Doublet Lattice Method of
Reference I. A typical aerodynamic grid used for determination of the
subsonic aerodynamics is presented in Figure 5-2. The aerodynamic influence
coefficients (AIC's) are determined at the boxes and are then condensed
within the computer program to the loads panel point grid system. Adjust-
ments are also made to reflect the measured steady state lift coefficients
and aerodynamic centers when required. Symmetric and antisymmetric AIC's
are determined to enable calculation of lift distribution, for symmetric
and asymmetric flight conditions.
5-2
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Supersonic Speeds: Theoretical airload distributions at supersonic speeds
are based on the Mach Box approach. The Mach Box is an elementary
rectangular area having a diagonal parallel to the Mach line as shown
in Figure 5-3. The number of boxes used in the analysis varies with each
Mach number and the limit is governed by the program capacity. Symmetric
and antisymmetric AIC's are determined at the boxes and then condensed to
the loads panel point grid system with proper adjustment of lift coefficient
and aerodynamic centers.
A summary of the aerodynamic center location for subsonic and supersonic conditions
and the total effective CL (based on a reference area of 10,500 ft.2) is pre-
sented in Table 5-1. The data are consistent with the aerodynamic data presented
in Section 3, Aerodynamics.
TABLE 5-1. SUMMARYAERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT
MATRICES - TASK I (k=O)
m
MACH
ND_BER
0.60
0.90
1.25
2.0
2.70
BOUNDARY
CONDITION
Symmetric
Antisymmetric
Symmetric
Antisymmetric
Symmetric
Antisymmetric
Symmetric
Symmetric
MATRIX SIZE
274 x 325
274 x 233
27h x 325
274 x 233
274 x 536
274 x 487
274 x 621
274 x 621
TOTAL
EFFECTIVE CL
2.42
2.58
2.52
1.92
1.55
LOCATION
OF A. C.
FS 2324
FS2324
FS 2391
FS '2356
FS 2324
Net Flight Loads Calculations. - Panel point loads are calculated using the
aforementioned data. Aerodynamic, mass, and stiffness distributions are combined
with the aid of matrix algebra to formulate distributed panel loads on the airplane
consistent with solution of the equations of motion for the prescribed maneuvers.
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Jig Shape Definition
The aerodynamic shape of the aircraft changes during flight due to aerothermoelastic
and inertia effects. This is a result of in-flight variations in dynamic pressure,
Much number, gross weight, and weight distribution; the latter two result from fuel
consumption.
The governing aerodynamic shape serving as the analytical starting point, is the
shape providing the optimum performance characteristics in one-g mid-cruise flight
for a h,200 nautical miffe range. This governing shape is described by the camber
and twist characteristics of the supersonic wind tunnel modeff.
When the airfrs_me structure is subject to no-load (dynamic pressure, Maeh number,
_ and inertia loads all equal zero) the shape of the aircraft is different from the
E
.... mid-cruise shape. This zero load shape is designed into the aircraft so when it
___ is subjected to one-g level flight loads and to temperatures occurring in the
_ mid-cruise environment, the airframe elastic deformations result in an aircraft
_ -.
____- that has the desired optimum aerodynamic shape. The manufacture of the aircraft
_a will be in accordance to this zero-load shape in the jig, where the Weight is
_: supported in a manner that precludes elastic deformations.
The procedure to establish the jig shape is as follows:
i
_F_ "
E
The analytical starting point is a description (camber and twist)
of the optimum performance cruising-flight shape.
[_C & T, mid-cr]
21 Analysis is performed to calculate structural deflections due to
flight loads occurring during mid-cruise flight. Where the deflection
matrix I_6 j is defined by the product of the structural influence
L J
coefficients [E] and the rigid airplane l-g loads for the mid'cruise
condition
[A6Z]=[E] [PZl-g mid-cr, rigid]
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILME_
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using these calculated deflections and the transform matrix [De] , the
incremental change in chordwise slope and deflections are defined
3. The deflections are applied, negatively, to the mid-cruise shape
to establish the jig shape.
I° jig shape 1 = [_C&T, mid-cr-[_ _]
The airplane shape used for analytical reference and loft purposes
is hereby defined.
The aeroelastic analysis fox" the final des.ign (Task lIB) incorporates the above
defined jig shape in the calculation of the design loads, rather' than the _id-
_ruise shape used for the Task I external loads analysis.
Flexible Stability Derivatives
The fact that the airplane changes shape aerodynamically as a result of elastic
deflections of the structure makes it necessary to modify wind tunnel force data
which have been measured on a rigid model. This flexibility is adcounted for by
applying flexible/rigid ratios or flexible increments to the basic rigid body
aerodynamics. The degree of change varies with Mach number, equivalent airspeed,
airplane gross weight, and structural arrangement. The magnitude of the effect of
aeroelasticity on stability and control characteristics for the baseline arrow-wing
configuration are obtained from generalized stability derivative programs and are
reported herein. The application of these data to the stability and control
analyses is presented in Section 3.
Calculation and Application of Flexible Effects on Stability and Control
Characteristics. - The effects of airframe flexibility on stabiJity and control
derivatives were determined over a range of Math numbers for the e aordwise-stiffened
and momocoque structural arrangements. The results of these analyses are presented
in Figures 5-4 through 5-10.
Longitudinal: Airplane flexibility effects on lift curve slope and
pitching moments are shown on Figures 5-4 and 5-5 for the chordwise-
stiffened arrangement and Figures 5-6 and 5-7 for the m onocoque arrangement.
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The flexible adjustments on derivatives that represent slopes such as (CL)
are presented in flexible-to-rigid ratio form. The adjustments to aero-
dynamic coefficients that represent absolute values such as (Cm ) are presented
o
in the form of increments to be applied to the rigid coefficients.
The derivatives presented apply to a free-flight airplane. In the analysis,
the airplane was not mathematically constrained by outside forces to establish
the effects of flexibility, but was allowed to translate and rotate freely
while equ_l_brium was maintained by inertia forces. The effect of each
parameter (_-_ 6 etc.) were instantaneously applied along with repre-
O, e,
sentative inertia distributions. The redistribution of airloads due to air-
frame flexibility obtained in this manner reflects the effects of both airloads
and inertia loads. The flexible derivatives thus obtained can be used
directly in conventional rigid airplane equations of motion without the
necessity of including aerodynamics coefficients representing inertia terms.
Airplane lift coefficient and pitching moment derivatives are presented for
2 airplane stiffnesses as defined by the chordwise-stiffened and monocoque
designs. For each of the structural arrangements, 2 airplane weight cases
were run: Gross weight = 750,000 lb. and 550,000 lb. Data for comparable
airplane weight cases indicates negligible differences in longitudinal
flexibility effects for the structural design concepts.
Rolling: Elastic lateral derivatives were determined at Mach numbers of
0.60, 0.90, and 1.25 using the AIC and SIC distributions for the chordwise-
stiffened and monocoque arrangements. The resulting damping ratios, flexible-
to-rigid, are shown in Figures 5-8 through 5-10 as a function of airplane
velocity for the monocoque arrangement. The sensitivity of flexible-to-rigid
ratio with airplane gross weight _s indicated on the figures.
Figure 5-ii graphically displays the ratio of the flexible rolling moment
coefficient to the rigid (wind tunnel data) coefficient obtained from
Section 3. The data are for the Final Design airplane for both a low and
high gross weight conditions. For the high gross weight case, the ratio is
_nsensitive to variation in dynamic pressure. For the lightweight condition,
however, the flexible-to-rigid ratio is highly sensitive to dynamic pressure
W
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variation. For the normal operational profile, the flexible-to-rigid ratio
is approximately l.h.
Compliance with Roll Control Reversal Requirements. - The primary surfaces used
for roll control at the various operational Mach numbers are shown in Figure 5-12.
These data are consistent with the control surface operational schedule specified
in Section 3. The subsonic control is obtained by use of the wing trailing edge
panels (No. 2 through No. 4) with the low speed aileron (No. 4) locked-out above
Mach 0.40 or 260 KEAS. For supersonic roll control, the spoiler-slot deflector
at No. 2 and the inverted spoiler-slot deflector at No. 3 are used.
Federal Aviation Regulation 25.629(c) requires that the airplane be designed to
be free from control reversal and from undue loss of longitudinal, lateral, and
directional stability and control as a result of structural deformations at any
speeds up to 1.2 VD. The airplane must also be shown to be free from control
reversal at any speed up to VD after any single failure or malfunction except those
shown to be extremely remote.
The variation of roll effectiveness (C26 flex) with equivalent airspeed (Ve for
the Final Design airplane are shown in Figures 5-13 through 5-15. Separate graphical
representations are displayed for the Mach numbers of 0.L0, 0.90, and !.85. Each
figure presents the appropriate operational surfaces in accordance to the specified
schedule (Figure 5-12) and the resulting reversal speeds.
Roll control reversal speeds are summarized in Table 5-2. Reversal speed and FAR
required reversal speeds are shown for ease of comparison for both the normal
scheduled surface combinations and for a selected fail-safe condition which considers
the loss of a surface which has the most adverse effect on roll control reversal
speed. It is noted that the outboard aileron (No. L panel) is locked-out at
260 KEAS; effectiveness up to 287 KEAS for the surface indicates that sufficient
margin is provided for low speed operation of the ailerons. The data also shows
that the control reversal requirements for normal and abnormal conditions (i.e.,
1.2 VD and VD, respectively) are met on all surfaces and a zero margin of safety
(i.e., Vreversal = Vreq,d) for Mach 1.85. Since the control reversal speed is
dependent upon the combined control effectiveness of the two surfaces involved, any
relative reduction in the effectiveness of the stronger surface will result in an
L
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adverse reduction of reversal speed. This fact, as can be identified in the detail
results of the roll contrc:! study for Mach ].° 5 shownin Table 5-3 for the two
aircraft weight conditions (i.__., llghb and heavy._weight), emphasizes the need for
an accurate prediction of th_ rigid contro_ surface effectiveness of alff s_rfaces
which makeup t!_e critical comb_nations.
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DESIGN LOADS - TASK I
Previous supersonic transport design studies were reviewed to identify potentially
critical conditions for the baseline configuration concept. Design conditions for
the SCAT-15F, Boeing 969C, and Lockheed L-2000-7 supersonic transport are sum-
marized on Table 5-4. Loading conditions evaluated for the present study are also
included on the table to indicate the scope of potentially critical loading
conditions.
TABLE 5-4. CRITICAL LOADING CONDITIONS
Flight
Ground
CONDITION
Symmetric
A symmetric
Taxi
Rotation
Landing
MACH
NO.
0.30
o.6o
o.9o
1.25
?. OO
2.70
2.90
0.30
o.9o
!.25
n Z
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
O&
1.67
2.0
SCAT-15F
J
,/
L-2OO0
4
B-969C
4
/
ARROW
WING
4
4
./
4
,/
,/
v"
F
k
Conditions for Design
Loading conditions for design of the baseline configuration for Task i (Fig-
ures 5-16 and 5-17) are evaluated at both maximum positive and maximum negative
load factor and include all conditions where peak values or rapid change in
aerodynamic coefficients exist as displayed in Figure 5-18. Sufficient design
conditions are investigated to assure that critical design loads are included
for structural analysis.
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The fifty-three design conditions selected for analysis of the chordwise-stiffened
wing arrangement are presented in Table 5-5. The data presented in the table
include: the condition and number, airplane weight and configuration, design speed
and altitude_ and limit vertical load factor. The flight loads encompass level
flight, steady maneuvers and transient maneuvers, as applicable. Two temperature
conditions are included: Mid-cruise and start-of-cruise. The net effect of thermal
loads and air loads for these conditions are obtained by superposition of the appro-
priate temperature condition with the design loads condition. In addition, the
design loads matrix includes six ground handling, twenty-six positive symmetric
flight, three negative symmetric flight and sixteen asymmetric flight conditions.
The design conditions presented in Table 5-5 are further identified on the design
airspeed envelope on Figure 5-19.
Table 5-6 presents the design loading conditions for the spanwise stiffened and
monocoque arrangement. The ground handling conditions, loading at negative load
factors and the asymmetric flight loads were determined non-critical as the result
of the internal loads evaluation of the chordwise stiffened design and were not
included in the load matrix.
Net Loads Summary
Net loads were developed for the three structural arrangements: chordwise stiffened,
spanwise stiffened and monocoque. The conditions specified in Table 5-5 were included
in the mix of conditions provided for design of the chordwise stiffened arrangement.
This mix included the steady and accelerated roll conditions as well as the ground
handling conditions. A review of the internal loads and stresses for these condi-
tions disclosed that the aforementioned conditions did not design major portions of
the structure;thus were not applied in the structural definition of the spanwise
stiffened and monocoque wing designs.
Net loads for the baseline configuration were formed using a modified version of
the Lockheed Static Aerolastic Loads Program-- PSRL F-72. This program permits the
aerodynamic influence coefficients to contain moment points and load points in
directions other than vertical. Inertia loads are combined with aerodynamic loads
to form aerodynamically balanced net loads using the stiffness matrices for each
structural arrangement.
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Lii
Panel point loads are formed into a stacked matrix as shown in Figure 5-20 for
each stiffness concept. Each condition is included twice in the antisymmetric
section of the matrix. Odd numbered columns_ then, include loads for positive
maneuvers and even numbered columns include loads for negativ e maneuvers.
Longitudinal Time Histories. - Flight loads during checked and unchecked pitching
maneuvers were determined by solving the linear two-degree-of-freedom flexible
body equation of motion for airplane longitudinal response. Total airplane
response parameters and horizontal tail airload for either steady or transient
maneuvers were determined.
Lateral Time Histories. - Flexible body equations of motion for airplane lateral
response were employed to obtain rolling velocity and acceleration_ and control
deflection angles during a roll maneuver.
Net Loads Comparison
The loads calculation result in matrices of net loads over hundreds of panel points
on the aircraft for every case analyzed. Since it is not practical to reproduce
these data_ bending moment and shear curves are presented for the most severe
loading condition (Condition 31_ Steady Maneuver at Hach 1.25).
A sketch of the wing planform is shown in Figure 5-21 indicating reference axis
for loads data presentation. All load cuts are made perpendicular to the load
axis at the station indicated. The axis is skewed in the outer wing region to
give a more meaningful representation of the loads.
A comparison of the net integrated loads for Condition 31 are presented in Fig-
ures 5-22 through 5-25 for the three structural arrangements. For the wing
structure, the monocoque design consistently displays the highest loads and the
chordwise stiffened design the lowest loads. Similar trends resulted for the
fuselage as depicted by the vertical shear variation shown in Figure 5-25.
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Net wing load envelopes are presented in Figures 5-26 through 5-31 for the chordwise
stiffened, the spanwise stiffened and the monocoque designs. The load envelopes
are for two locations on the wing structure: (i) the fuselage side at BL 62, and
(2) the outer wing joint at BL 470. The data displays the relationship between
the wing bending moment and torsion for the condition evaluated. A comparison of
the envelope for the three structural arrangements indicates similar trends with
Condition 31 yielding the msximum bending moment at both wing locations. The
maximum torsional loads for the inboard location results from a steady maneuver
at Mach 0.90 (Condition 30); the Mach 1.25 steady maneuver (Condition 31) results
in maximum torsional loads at BL 470.
Application of Measured Pressure Data
Net Loads Effect. - Static aeroelastic loads were generated for a Mach 2.7
symmetrical maneuver condition using both wind tunnel measured pressure data
and the theoretical distribution based on Mach Box theory. Pressure on the
wing grid system were obtained by interpolation of the corrected data and
factored to obtain the lift on each grid element area. The latter dis-
tributions at each angle of attack were combined into a matrix format for
application to the net loads program. The data in these matrices were used
to define all the airloads on the airplane due to angle of attack. Redistri-
bution of airloads due to flexibility is computed from theoretical aerodynamic
influence coefficients.
The influence of the measured pressure data on the wing and fuselage loads are
shown in Figures 5-32 through 5-35. Reduced values of shear, bending moment and
torsion at all span stations and reduced shears at all fuselage stations by appli-
cation of the pressure data is noted.
These results occur primarily from the large reduction in tip loading by the
measured data (Figure 5-32) causing a significant inboard shift of the spanwise
center of pressure. Reductions in net torsion are less pronounced (Figure 5-34)
in the vicinity of the fuselage due to the more forward location of the chordwise
center of pressure from measured data at these inboard locations.
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Span Loading Distribution. - Measured wind tunnel data were reduced and then
integrated to obtain spanwise loading distributions over a wide range of angles
of attack at Mach 2.7. Theoretical spanwise loading distributions were devel-
oped using the Mach Box method.
The Mach Box method, based on oscillating source-sink singularities, described
a supersonic flat plate wing. The program included incidence, camber, twist,
taper and sweep on a restricted set of planforms and other geometry in such
combinations that the perturbation of the free stream is small.
Span loading distributions from each method are shown at two airplane angles of
attack on Figure 5-36. The lower angle of attack is within the linear range of
wing lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack. The wind tunnel meas-
ured data indicates a significant unloading of outboard wing stations with a
high section loading near the fuselage. In comparison with the wind tunnel
data, the Mach Box results display a higher loading at outer wing locations
and a lower loading at inboard locations near the fuselage intersection. The
Mach Box data represents a wing lift equal to that from integrated pressure
data although with a more outboard center of pressure location. Available
force data indicates a higher wing lift but with the same slope.
Differences between the span loading distributions beyond the linear CL versus
a range are more pronounced with the relationships between the two distribu-
tions as previously described. Both force data and integrated pressure data
displayed on Figure 5-37 confirm the non-linear trend of wing lift coefficient
at higher angles of attack. The Mach Box method is linear and does not display
this tendency.
-5-47
The results of the above investigations, which were based on a limited amount
of wind tunnel measured pressure data at Mach 2.7. were inc_,nclusive concerning
the choice between using the theoretical aerodynamics or wind tunnel test,
data for generating panel point loads. Since correlation was not obtained,
the design loads for both the subsonic and supersonic flight regime were
based on the applicable theoretical aerodynamics (DLLE and Mach Box) and
adjusted to reflect the measured steady state lift coefficients and aerodynamic
centers derived from the wind tunnel force data.
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DESIGN lOADS - TASK IIA
The Analytical Design Studies of Task i focused attention on assessing the relative
merits of the various structural design concepts and identifying the importance of
the interactive parameters that influence the design of a supersonic cruise air-
craft. Only those configuration refinements that wouid haVe _ primary influence on
concept selection were made. For the Task il effort, the baseline configuration
adopted all recommendations made in regards to the three areas of concern delineated
ill Section 2, Baseline Configuration. Coliective]y these changes_ as shown
in Figure 5-38, could impact the results of the Task I significantly. Thus, to
provide continuity between Task I and Task !I_ an abbreviated study was conducted
to determine the effect of the configuration changes.
To support this investigation, a 2-D structural model was established. This model
was obtained by revising the coordinates of the Task I chordwise model to reflect
the airplane configuration changes:
z
• Fuselage shortened by 119 inches
• Tip sweep of 60-degrees in lieu of 64.61degrees
• Added wing area resulting from the tip sweep change
" 1
In addition_ the mass distribution was adjusted to correspond with the revised
center of gravity travel incorporated.
A new set of aerodynamic influence coefficients (A!C's) were calculated for the
Mach 0.90 subsonic flight condition. This required updating the AIC model to also
reflect the configuration changes. The grid transforms (A!C to SIC) were revised
and the net loads calculated for the Mach 0.90 symmetric maneuver condition. This
condition included four load factors for each velocity (VC and VA) investigated.
The load factors were: (i) a positive l-g, (2) a positive 2.5-g steady maneuver_
(3) a 2.5-g transient maneuver and (4) a negative l.O-g flight attitude.
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Net Loads Summary
Net loads that were developed for the 2.5-g steady maneuverat Mach0.90 at 30,000
feet altitude (325 KEAS)are presented in Figures 5-39 and 5-40. A comparison of
the integrated shears and bending momentsare presented in the figures. The
increase in the outer wing loading due to the increased area of the outer wing is
apparent by the change in net shears outboard of BL 470. The lower magnitude of
shears at the inboard locations result from the reduced balancing tail load due to
the aft center of gravity shift and to the redistribution of the aeroelastic loading.
Result s
This abbreviated study indicated that the effects of configuration and massbalance
changes on the structural design loads were significant. The change in planform
resulted in an increase in the outer wing loading. The net wing bending loads,
however, remained unchangedbecause of the positive balancing tail load, which in
essence, reduced the net wing loads. The positive tail load, furthermore, reversed
the sense of the aftbodybending momentsand resulted in significant changes in the
chordwise loading of the inboard wing.
The fact that the response of the structure to the externally applied loads can be
logically explained enables one to interpret with confidence the Task I results
into the Task IIB domain. Thus, continuity between the initial analytical task
and the detailed design studies is provided.
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DESIGN LOADS-TASK lIB
The configuration refinements identified in Section 2, Baseline Configuration
Concept, were adopted for the Task Ii detail design study. The structural
approach selected for further analysis was a hybrid structural arrangement con-
sisting of the chordwise-stiffened design for the wing structure inboard of
BL 406 and the monocoque design for the stiffness critical wing tip structure.
A three-dimensional (3-D) structural model, described in Section 9, Structural
Analysis Model, was used with strength-designed and strength/stiffness-designed
flexibilities.
Strength Design
The scope of the structural design loads analyses for the strength-design cycle is
presented in Figure 5-41. The interrelationship with the other disciplines
directly involved in the design cycle are indicated on the figure. The analyses
were performed (i) to calculate appropriate aerodynamic data, (2) to determine
the aeroelastic loads for the critical conditions and format for NASTRAN to obtain
the displacements, internal loads and stresses, and (3) to conduct a preliminary
assessment of the effect of jig-shape on structural sizing and mass.
Conditions for Design. - The conditions for the loads analysis were selected
following the review of the Task I results. Combinations of airplane mass
and attitude that produced critical loadings on the wing components were
defined following structural analysis of the previously determined loading con-
ditions. In general, the conditions identified on Table 5-7 and shown superimposed
on the design airspeed envelope on Figure 5-42, are identical to their predecessors;
however, the design maneuvering speed, VA, has been established permitting improved
definition of the high angle of attack loadings. The latter conditions are rede-
fined to reflect the angle of attack limits for structural design. The design
loading conditions include both steady and transient maneuvers as indicated by
the two NASTRAN condition numbers for each weight case defined on the table. The
parameters for the transient conditions are shown in Table 5-8.
!
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LAs indicated on Table 5-7, an assessment of the effect of jig shape on the aeroe!astic
loads were made considering the Mach 1.25 - Vstal I condition'
Net Loads Stu_mary. - Panel point loads were obtained directly from the net loads
program and formed into stacked matrices as shown on Figure 5-43. The 274 rows of
the first array contain the symmetrical portion of the net loading. Antisymmetrical
loading increments are contained in the other. EaCh column includes net loads for
a single condition. The first three columns are reserved for temperature effects,
columns 4 through 34 for the symmetric conditions, and columns 35 through 54 for
the asymmetric loads. 0nly the first 22 columns are used for the Task lib Strength-
design effort.
Inertia data for use in loads analysis were obtained for airplane operating weight
empty, payload] and fuel distributions. A computer program was estabiished 6o obtain
the combined inertia loading corresponding to each condition for which loads analysis
was performed. Inertia distributions represent one-half the airplane and are com-
patible with the SIC grid point system. Weight cases are as listed in Table 5-9
with inertia distributions stored in the matrices corresponding to unit loadings
(i.e., Pz/nz, Pz/@',Pz/_6) for each weight case. Input inertia data (per side) are
= = ,
contained in matrices defining (i) payload "shifter" distribution to obtain
desired center-of-gravity, (2) fuselage payload distribution, (3) airplan e oper-
ating weight empty distribution, (4) fuel inertia for each tank (i through 15) and
(5) factors for obtaining the desired weight case for design.
Strength/Stiffness Design
The structural design loads analyses for the strength/stiffness design cycle is
presented in Figure 5-44. The interrelationship with the structural model and the
determination of the required aerodynamic data are shown. The element specifica-
tions of the strength/stiffness design reflect the changes to the airframe resulting
from the strength analysis (including jig shape assessment), stiffness requirements
and the associated structural weight distribution defined by the flutter optimiza-
tion results, and design and manufacturing considerations. The latter includes
further consid@ration of uniform thickness of material over a complete design region
(reference Section 12, Structural Concepts Analysis).
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Conditions for Design. - The loading conditions for the final design cycle include
8 subsonic speed symmetric maneuvers (steady and transient); 7 low supersonic
cases, including negative normalacceleration, steady and transient maneuvers at
heavy and light gross weights; 4 Mach 2.7 conditions, including mid-cruise level
flight and maneuver, and steady and transient maneuvers at start-of-cruise; 2 dy-
namic gust (pseudo) conditions at Mach 0.90 (positive and negative); and 4 dynamic
landing cases, as shown in Table 5-10] These load cases, which are further
identified on the design airspeed envelope of FigUre 5-45, include jig shape effects
considering %he Final Design structural mass-and flexibilities. The gust and land-
ing cases are supplemental conditions developed for the Final Design verification
effort and are selected as critical for fuselage design. The asymmetric accelerated
roll condition is not included for the final loads run. The roll case results in
maximum inplane loads in local regions of the strength-designed wing tip structure.
However, with the added stiffness requirements in this region to suppress flutter,
the condition is deleted from the list of potentially critical conditions.
Panel Point Loads. - The design loads for the Final Design airplane are presented
in a grid system format previously described. These panel point loads are co-
- incident with the SIC grid as shown in Figure 5-46 for the 3-D structural model.
The Final Design loads are presented in Tables 5-11 through 5-18 for the critical
conditions. The column-code on the tables refers to the NASTRAN condition number
-- of Table 5-10. The row-code identifies the grid point number as displayed on the
structural model representation of Figure 5-46.
A vector display of each of the above conditions is shown in Figures 5-47 through
5-54. The magnitude of the vector is normalized to the absolute value of the
largest vector for each condition. The magnitude and location of the vectors are
identified as PzG.p.x X and Grid Point XX, respectively. The center line vectors
are twice the values shown on the tables since the data reflects only one-half
the wing.
Aeroelastic Deflections. - The aeroelastic analysis includes the calculation of air-
frame deflections during l-g trimmed flight throughout a typical flight profile.
These data can then be used in analytical predictions of drag polar adjustments
for the flexible shapes.
5-7>
A computer printout of the vertical deflections for the flexible aircraft are
presented in Table 5-19 for the Mach 2.7 mid-cruise condition. These deflections
are relative to the jig shape and are defined at each structural model grid point
(see Figure 5-46). The underlined data defines the aeroelastic deformations at
the wing tip (BL 795).
Figures 5-55 through 5-61 visually displays the limit vertical deflections for the
critical conditions. The vectors represent elastic offsets relative to the jig
shape and are normalized to the maximum value. In all instances the maximum
deflection occurs at Grid Point 181 (wing tip).
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SECTION 6
STRUCTURAL TE_ERATURES
INTRODUCTION
In establishing the supersonic cruise aircraft structural design, an accurate
knowledge of the thermal environment and the response of the structure to this
environment is required. Since up to three'fourths of the airframe life will be
spent at supersonic cruise, the exterior will be subjected to temperatures in
excess of 450K (350 F) for one to three hours per flight. In addition,
transients which occur during climb and descent will subject the structures
to cyclic variations in thermal gradients and result in differential ex-
pansion and thermal stresses.
The generation and analysis of structural temperatures were accomplished to
support the design concepts studies. Of primary concern in Task I was to
establish the interactions between the thermal environment and the other
designing parameters, including the effect of variations in structural
arrangement, concepts and materials. Thus, the major effort included:
• Establishment of analytical methods for detail thermal analysis
of candidate structural design concepts.
• Generation of element temperatures for the two-dimensional
structural models (i.e. chordwise stiffened, spanwise stiffened,
monocoque).
• Development of structural temperature histories for the basic
4200 n. mile design flight profile for candidate structural
concepts.
• Evaluation of thermal protection concepts for fuel tankage
systems.
• Determination of the thermal effects of braze material flow into
the honeycomb core of monocoque panels.
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A more detailed representation of the structural elements of the hybrid
_tructural approach selected for the engineering design and analysis effort
of Task IT was determined using the established methodology. The specific
Task II effort thus included:
tnerma± gradients for• Development of st_uctural ter.tperatures and _ _
the aircraft incorporating config_ration improvements using the
selected structural design concepts.
• Generation of element and grid point temperatures for the three-
dimensional structural model.
To determine the effect of a reduced thermal environment on the structural
arrangement, concepts, material and aircraft mass, the Task IIl effor% was
concerned with:
Generation of structural temperatures and thermal gradients for a
Math 2.2 cruise mission by off-design performance of the baseline
(Task II) aircraft configuration.
HEAT TRANSFER _'[ALYTICAL METHODS
The analytical methods used to determine the heat loads, temperature histories,
and thermal gradients for the airframe structure are described in this
section. The thermal analysis of an aircraft subject to aerodynamic heating
can be divided into five steps:
ii Determination of the nonviscous flow field about the aircraft. This
step requires the selection of a flight profile and a design atmos-
phere which, along with vehicle configuration, yields the ambient
air properties at the outer edge of the boundary layer.
21 Selection of an appropriate expression for the rate of thermal
energy transferred to the skin from the hot gases in the boundary
layer (i.e., determination of the aerodynamic heat transfer
coefficient).
!
F
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3. Establishment of structural component thermophysical properties.
h. Selection of a mathemetical model describing the heat flow paths
within the structure.
5. Determination of transient temperature histories for structural
components by solving the mathematical model for the selected flight
profile.
Details of the first four steps are presented in the following subsections.
The structural temperature histories for various design concepts are presented
in the appropriate task subsections.
Heat Balance Equations
%h_e thermal energy balance at a typical segment of aircraft structure is
presented below to show the heat transfer parameters which describe an
aircraft thermal analysis and to preface the sections which describe how these
parameters were obtained. A sketch of an elementary structural segment is:
qconv qs qrad
l k'_I/ ! EXTERIOR SKIN
J J_ I qint JI
I INTERNALSTRUCTURE I
The heat balance equation at the surface is
qconv + qs - qrad -
dT
W
qint = Cskin
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where
qconv
qs
qr ad
qi nt
Cskin
T
W
@
= heat input from aerodynamic heating
= heat input from solar radiant energy
= heat lost to exterior by radiation
= heat lost to interior structure
= thermal capacity of the skin element
= skin temperature
= time
The heat balance equation can be expanded (assuming the heat lost to the
interior is by radiation and conduction only) to:
4 4
hA (T - T ) + _ AS eos$- 6FA a (T - T )
r w s w ext
L
whe re
h
k
A
A
C
L
C
S
ffS
E
F
kA dT
_at A o (T 4 _ T 4) _ c (Tw- ) = ww int L Tint Cskin d @
C
= aerodynamic heat transfer coefficient
= thermal conductivity of conduction path to interior component
= area of the skin element
= area of the conductive path
= length of the conduction path
= solar energy flux
= solar absorptivity
-- emissivity of the skin exterior (in the infrared)
-- view factor to space
[_
H
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_int
T
r
overall radiation interchange factor between the skin and
interior component
recovery temperature
T = environment temperature
ext
T.
int = temperature of the interior structure
o = Ste fan-Boltzmann constant
Additional terms co account for internal convection (fuel or boundary layer
leakage) can be added if required. The solar energy flux, S, is a fuction of
altitude due to atmospheric attentuation. Table 6-1 shows the flux values
(corrected for an average incidence angle of 15-degrees) used for this analysis.
Thermal conductivity, solar absorptivity, infrared emissivity, and thermal
capacity are functions of the materials used and are presented in the Thermo-
physical Properties section. The sink temperature for radiation relief is
generally the average temperature of the surroundings. For surfaces viewing
the sky at altitudes above 6 kilometers (20,000 feet), a sink temperature of
35 K (-400 F) is assumed. View factors, area, and lengths are determined by
the details of the thermal analysis technique (network analysis) described
in a section to follow. The development of aerodynamic heating coefficients
and recovery temperatures are discussed in the following two sections.
Inviscid Flow Field Determination
Local flow properties (pressure, temperature, velocity) at all examined
locations on the airplane external surface are calculated by the equations
of compressible flow theory as in Reference I. Freestream air properties
are obtained from the vehicle flight profile and from the United States
Standard (1962) Atmosphere tables (Reference 2). The "hot day" condition
for these analyses is defined as an ambient temperature 8K above standard
day temperature.
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-_ne specification of flow properties at the boundary layer edge requires
knowledge of either the local flow deflection angle or the local pressure
coefficient. Local flow angles are obtained from airplane configuration
drawings, and provide, with the vehicle angle of attack, a fairly good
approximation of loc'_l flow properties at the boundary layer edge. More
p_ecise flow definition is obtained with the use of local pressure coeffic-
ients, which can account for w_ng twist_ surface irregularities, etc.
Pressure coefficients are obtained from aerodynamic load calculations for
various Mach numbers and angles of attack for a grid of surface points on
the airplane.
A typical c_Iculation procedure for local flow properties is shown in
Table 6-2. The equations are for a wedge (flat plate) in supersonic flow,
and are applicable to all wing, fin, and fuselage areas (excluding conical
sections at nose and tail). Temperature dependence of air properties is
included in all calculations. Real gas effects are included for all
supersonic flow field calculations and for heat transfer calculations above
Mach 3. The air property charts of Reference 3 and h are used, either in
tabular form for interpolation or as functional curve fits.
Heat Transfer Coefficients
[
The following procedures are used to calculate heat transfer coefficients for
aerodynamic heating:
Laminar flow heat transfer is computed using the Blasius skin
friction formula with the Eckert reference enthalpy formula to
calculate reference conditions and the Colburn-Reynolds analogy to
obtain the heat transfer coefficient.
Turbulent flow heat transfer is computed using the Spalding and
Chi skin friction theory, with a linear Crocco integration through
the boundary layer to account for real gas effects in the compressible
transformation, and the Coiburn-Reynolds analogy to obtain the
heat transfer coefficient.
H
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TABLE 6-1. SOLAR HEAT FLUX VS ALTITUDE
ALTITUDE - km (ft) FLUX - W/m 2 (BTU/hr-ft 2)
0 (0) 790 (250)
6 (20,000) 1040 (330)
12 (40,000) 1285 (407)
18 (60,000) AND ABOVE 1340 (425)
SKETCH:
NOTE:
GIVEN:
FREESTREAM:
LOCAL:
TABLE 6-2. LOCAL FLOW ON A SUPERSONIC WEDGE
FREESTREAM / LOCAL FLOW
P1, TI, H1 ] P2, T2. H2
/ /_ /1
1. SUBSCRIPT (1) INDICATES FREESTREAM; (2) INDICATES BOUNDARY LAYER
EDGE
2. fn (X. Y) ARE CURVE FIT OR TABULATED FUNCTIONS FOR THE GIVEN AIR
PROPERTY VERSUS THE VARIABLES X AND Y
P1 FREESTREAM PRESSURE
T 1 FREESTREAM TEMPERATURE
M 1 VEHICLE MACH NUMBER
Cp LOCAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
R AIR GAS CONSTANT
P1 = P1/(R'T1) DENSITY
)'1 = fl (T1, P1) SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO
V1 = M1 °_!Pi/( )'1 ° P1) VELOCITY
H1 = f2 (T1, P1) ENTHALPY
Yl 12
_= P2/P1 = 1 + _- Cp M STATIC PRESSURE RATIO
U1
P1
U2/U1 = 1 + p--_l 2 (1 -_)
P2 =_" P1
1 (U12H 2 = H 1 + _ -U22)
T2 = f3 (H2. P2)
V 2 =V'V12 _ U12 +U22
= V 1 °\/(6_'+ 1) / (7M12) NORMAL VELOCITY COMPONENT
NORMAL VELOCITY RATIO
LOCAL STATIC PRESSURE
LOCAL STATIC ENTHALPY
LOCAL STATIC TEMPERATURE
LOCAL VELOCITY
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Flow transition is assumed to occur at a local Reynolds number of one million,
which for the present configuration and flight profile means that turbulent
flow exists over all surfaces but the first foot or two of the fuselage nose
and wing leading edge.
The calculation procedures for heat transfer coefficient have been included
in computer subroutines for direct callout in the temperature calculation
program. Use is made of standard atmosphere tables, the vehicle flight
profile, and tabulated pressure coefficient data to calculate automatically
the local flow field and the heat transfer coefficient at the airplane
surface point being analyzed.
The local convective heat flow to the skin is
qconv
--= h(T - T )
A r w
where h is the heat transfer coefficient, T is the skin temperature, and
w
T is the recovery temperature. The recovery temperature, also called the
r
adiabatic wall temperature, is the temperature the skin would reach in the
absence of any other heat transfer at the surface. Recovery temperature
is determined for real gas calculations from the recovery enthalpy, Hr,
defined as
H 2 and V 2 are evaluated at the boundary layer edge during the local flow
calculation. The recovery factor, r, is defined as the ratio of recovery
enthalpy increase (over local static enthalpy) over the total enthalpy
increase, or
Hr - H2
r =
H T - H 2 L
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The recovery factor is approximated well by the square root of Prandti
number for laminar flow, and by the-_cube roo_ of Prandtl number for _urbu-
lent flow. T is found from real gas tables as a function of H and the
r r
local static pressure, P2"
The te_L "reference condition" refers to evaluation of a proper_y at a
reference temperature, T* or "T-star", and the local static pressure, P2"
T* is determined for these analyses by _he Eckert reference enthalpy method
(Reference 5)_ which defines a reference enthalpy as
H* = .5 x H + .2_ x H2 + 22 x H
W r
H is evaluated at T and P2"W W
The heat transfer coefficient is evaluated through calculation of a local
Star,ton number, St, defined as
h
St -
p Cp V2
Density, P, is evaluated at the reference condition for the Eckert reference
enthalpy method (laminar flow), and at the local bounda1_y layer edge condition
for the Spalding and Chi method [turbulent flow). Specific heat, c , is
P
ev_luated for real gas effects by substitution of a ratio of enthalpy
difference to temperature difference, or
H - H
r w
C :
p T - T
r w
The procedure to determine the local Stanton number involves calculation of
the local skin friction coefficient, Cf? and use of a modified Reynolds
analogy of the form
6-9
Cf
St - 2 RAF
where RAF is the Reynolds analogy factor. The RAF selected for both laminar
and turbulent flow is the Colburn-Reynolds analogy factor,
RAF = (Pr*)-2/3
where Pr* is the Prandtl number evaluated at the reference condition. Ref-
erenc_ 6 found this form of the Colburn-Reynolds analogy to give the best
prediction of heat transfer when the Spalding and Chi theory is used for
turbulent flow.
The skin friction coefficient for laminar flow is based on the Blasius
equation,
Cf = .664/(Re*) 0"5
The Reynolds number, Re*, for this equation is the local Reynolds number
based on distance from the leading edge, with air properties evaluated at the
reference condition.
F
The skin friction coefficient for turbulent flow is based on a numerical
curve fit of the incompressible flow formulas of Spalding and Chi (Reference
7) performed by White and Christoph (Reference 8),
Cf, inc (Rex) = 0.225/(logi0 Rex)2"32
II
which agrees with the Spalding and Chi formulas within 0.5 percent. Re
X
is the local Reynolds number based on distance from start of turbuffenee.
The transformation to compressible flow is made by use of the transformation
functions, F C and FRx , or
6- i0
FC Cf = Cf, inc (FRx Rex)
The Spalding and Chi expressions for the transformation functions are
i -2
T2 .702 T .772
%x = (_) (V_) / %
W W
For a perfect gas, the ratios P/R 2 and V/V2may be expressed in compatible
terms and the integral solved for sm explicit definition of F c (see References
7 and 8). For a real gas_ Pearce (Reference 9) recommends substitution of
enthalpy for temperature in the FRx equation,
H2 .?02 H .772
FRx: 17W (_) %
W W
and definition of enthalpy variation through the boundary layer based on a
linear form of the Crocco expression, or,
H = Hw + (H r - Hw ) x (V/V 2) - (H r - H2) x (V/V2)2
The density variation, p(H, P), is obtained from real gas curves, and the
integral in the FC expression is evaluated by a five-point Gaussian quadrature.
The resulting compressible, turbulent skin friction coefficient is used
directly in the Stanton number equation to determine the local turbulent
heat transfer coefficient.
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Thermophysical Properties
The material properties required for these thermal analyses are accumulated
in this section to provide a consistent set of basic data and a record of the
assumptions madefor continuing analyses. The basic thermophysical properties
recorded in this section include:
• k,thermal conductivity
• Cp, specific heat capacity
• p, density
• £, emissivity (infrared)
• _s' absorptivity (solar)
W/(m.K) or Btu/hr-ft-F
J/(kg.I() or Btu/ibm-F
kg/m3 or Ibm/ft 3
Muchof the property data was selected from studies performed for the
L-2000-7A SSTand reported in Reference i0. Other major references include
MiL-HDBK-5(Reference ii) for titanium properties and a comprehensive
composite materials report (Reference 12) for composite properties.
Table 6-3 presents a list of surface radiation properties used for the
materials considered in this analysis. Values for emissivity and solar
absorptivity are assumedconstant for the temperature range of interest
(250 to 550 K). Compositematerials are based on averages of test data
reported in Reference 12. Organic matrix composites (epoxies, po!yimides)
exhibit high emissivities typical for non-metallic surfaces. Metal matrix
composites (boron/aluminum) generally show the sameradiation characteristics
as the outermost metallic layer (in this case, aluminum).
The radiation properties presented are considered adequate for preliminary
thermal analyses and for manytypes of comparative design studies. For
extremely detailed analyses requiring precise radiation heat transfer
calculations, however, tabulated property data maybe inadequate. The
magnitude, the angular distribution, and the wavelength dependenceof
radiation properties are extremely sensitive to surface conditions, which
F
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include factors like roughness, oxide layers, and physical and chemical
contamination. The qualitative description of a surface by terms such as
"smooth", "polished", "rough", and "oxidized" are highly subjective and
broadly interpretable, and generally insufficient for accurate specification
of radiation properties. It is probable, then, that tabulated radiation
data, although extensive, will not apply with precision to a particular surface
under study. The situation is especially unsatisfactory with respect to
emissivities for metallic surfaces; large errors for dielectric materials are
less likely. The conclusion is that property measurements on particular
surfaces of interest are a necessary prerequisite to the execution of highly
precise radiation heat transfer calculations. In the absence of particular
data, temperatures based on tabulated radiation data should generally be
considered preliminary.
Figures 6-1 through 6-3 present conductivity and heat capacity data for
titanium, fiberglas insulation, and jet fuel. Linear curves are assumed for
most properties as a function of temperature in the range 250 to 550 K.
Titanium properties are based on the values for Ti-6AI-4V alloy iH Reference
ii. Insulation properties are obtained as an average through the data
scatter obtainable for 16 kg/m 3 fiberglas. Fuel properties are obtained
from Reference 13 for a Jet A type fuel.
Figure 6-4 shows vapor pressure variation for common turbojet fuels as a
function of bulk temperature. Vapor pressure is a good indicator of the
critical boiling point as shown by the match with temperature range for
initial boiling of Jet-A fuel at sea level. The probable minimum tank
pressure is marked on the curve to indicate a practical temperature limit
to prevent fuel boiling. The typical fuel temperature curve drawn from
later analyses (given versus tank pressure) shows that the boiling limit
may be approached, but only during the final drawdown stages when only
residual fuel would remain in the tank. Further discussion of fuel tempera-
tures is presented in the Task I results subsection.
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TABLE 6-3. SURFACE RADIATION PROPERTIES
MATERIAL
METALS
ALUMINUM
STEEL
INCONEL
TITANIUM
PAl NTS
C 116 WHITE
54-29C BLACK
COMPOSIT ES
GRAPHITE/EPOXY
BORON/EPOXY
BORON/ALUMINUM
ENVIRONMENT
POLISHED 0.1
COMMERCIAL SHEET 0.2
OXIDIZED 0.6
ENGINE COMPARTMENT 0.6
EXTERNAL (CLEAN) 0.3
INSIDE WING 0.4
FUEL-CONTAMINATED 0.5-0.6
0[$
0.3
0.5
NORMAL USE 0.8 0.4
NORMAL USE 0.9 0.9
NORMAL USE 0.85
NORMAL USE 0.95
NORMAL USE (ESTIMATED) 0.2
0.65
0.92
0.91
0.5
C = INFRARED EMISSIVITY
a = SOLAR ABSORPTIVITY
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Figures 6-5 through 6-7 present thermal data for three composites: a
graphite/epoxy, a boron/epoxy and a boron/aluminum. Thermal properties
for composite materials are difficult _to specify because of the relative
scarcity of test data compared to theever increasing varieties of promising
composites undergoing development. In addition, thermal conductivity of such
materials can depend on factors like composition percentage, void content,
and wettability between fiber reinforcement and matrix material, which c_n
vary from sample to sample as well as among material formulations. Fortu-
nately, simplifying assumptions based on valid testing can be made
(Reference 14) which may expand the applicability of test data:
• High temperature epoxies and the polyimide laminates exhibit
similar thermal properties, justifying the use of epoxy data for
polyimide matrix composites.
• Heat capacity data was found to agree with the mixing rule of
thermodynmmics (vol_me fraction averaging), indicating a valid
e _ ....method for s_imatlng heat capaclty from materlal content.
The properties shown in the figures for composite materials are based on a
comprehensive study (Reference 12) and are considered adequate for
preliminary, comparative thermal analyses as performed in this design study.
Network Thermal Analysis Techniques
The objective of the thermal analysis techniques described in this section
is to establish mathematical models representing physical structure to the
degree of detail required for meaningful temperature distributions. For
example, in Task I the requirements include sufficient detail to specify
the average temperature difference (thermal gradient) from outer surface to
innermost element of various structural panel concepts. A breakdown of
wing panel structure into four separate elements (nodes) was found
sufficient to specify the average thermal gradient through the panel.
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The mathematical models for this analysis consist of networks of structural
nodes interconnected by heat flow paths and set up for solution using
Lockheed's Thermal Analyzer computer program (Reference 15). The solution
method is analogous to the solution of voltage distribution in an electrical
resistor-capacitor network: current (heat) flows through electrical (thermal)
resistors as a function of the voltage (temperature) potential between
connected points, and is stored as electrical (thermal) energy in compo-
nents called capacitors (structural mass) at a rate that is a function of
the electrical (heat) capacity of that component. Lockheed's Thermal
Analyzer is a completely general and versatile computer program, per-
mitting specification of any type of temperature-or time-dependent heat
flow, including conduction, convection, radiation, and variable heat storage.
An additional capability allows reeon_ection of network elements during run
time, permitting solution of complex problems such as exposure of fuel
tank structure to interior radiation as fuel is drained from the tank.
The thermal networks for this study are generalized to accept arbitrary
dimensional data for applicability to similarly shaped structures. Detail
dimensions are supplied as standard input data and the actual resistor and
capacitor values calculated automatically for each case. This technique
elilainates the need for minor network revisions each time a dimension is
changed, and saves significant programming time.
All Thermal Analyzer networks were set up to compute in a transient mode.
The flight profile for a "hot day" (standard plus 8K) international mission
is used to determine aerodynamic heating and altitude effects. Cases are
run from takeoff roli to climb, through cruise, and descent to loiter before
landing.
Node Definitions. - Heat transfer in the interior of the wing is determined
by setting up a wing box network. The network (Figure 6-8) includes sets
of nodes for the upper and lower panels, plus one node each for the four
vertical webs (to form a rectangular box). The shape of the box is
determined by panel size (spanwise by chordwise dimensions) and by wing
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Edepth obtained from wing c_ontour drawings. All node areas are normalized
with reference to one square foot of panel surface area to facilitate
resistor and capacitor calculations. Heat transfer within the wing box
includes radiation exchange, convection to boundary layer air when leakage
is a factor, and, for fuel tank areas, convection to fuel and fuel vapor.
Two sets of nodal representations for panels are derived for inclusion in
the wing box network. The first set (type-l) is for corrugation or hat-
section stiffened panels. The second set (type-2) is for honeycomb panels.
The node definitions for corrugation and hat-section panels, which
are topologically similar and, therefore, definable as a single network type,
are shown in Figure 6-9. Note that node 3 includes both side portions
of the stiffener, which should be at identical temperatures. Node 2
thickness includes the cross-section-area-weighted average of skin thickness
and stiffener flange thickness (attached to the skin). Heat transfer within
the panel includes conduction (nodes 1-2, 2-3, and 3-4) and radiation
(nodes 1-3, 1-4, and 3-4). Nodes I and 2 are involved in external surface
heat transfer; nodes 2, 3, and 4 are exposed to heat transfer within
the wing box.
Figure 6-10 shows the node definitions for honeycomb (type-2) panels. Nodes
2 and 3 are defined as the outer and inner halves of the core, respectively.
Nodes i and 4 include thermal capacity of the braze material. Heat transfer
within the panel includes conduction (nodes 1-2, 2-3, and 3-4) and radiation
(nodes 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, and 3-4). To reduce network complexity and
computer running time, all braze material was assumed to remain in contact
with the face sheets. This assumption yields the most conservative values
for maximum thermal gradients through the core. The effect of braze flow
onto the core surfaces is examined with a parametric analysis described in
a section to follow.
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Nodedefinitions for the fuselage frame network are sho_a_in Figure 6-11.
This network is set up to determine the variation in average skin panel and
frame temperatures around the circumference of the fuselage. Hat-section
skin stiffeners are assumed, and skin-panel heat transfer is identical to
that for type-i wing panels. Heat transfer to the frame is by conduction
and radiation from the skin p_uels, _d by conduction from the surrounding
insulation. Conduction through the insulation to the inner skin is included.
Boundary conditions on the inner surface of the fuselage wall include a low
convection rate to cabin air and radiation to cabin interior. The network
at F.S. 750 is adjusted to simulate zee-section stiffeners with the hat-
section model. The given frame model may not be valid at F.S. 3000 because
this location is behind the pressurized bulkhead, and, unless cooled elec-
tronic equipment is located there, insulation maybe thinner or nonexistent.
Lower surface structures at F.S. 2000 and F.S. 2500 are located in fuel tanks,
shielded by the lower fairing, and remain at fuel temperatures.
Temperature input for the three-dimensional finite element model (Task lIB)
requires detailed thermal definition of interior load-carrying structure in
addition to exterior panels. Figure 6-12 showsnode definitions used for
'submerg@d_ beam caps in the wing area. Metallic caps are defined with 3
nodes, composite-reinforced caps (of this configuration) with 8 nodes.
Conduction, radiation, and convection are included for these models similarly
to methods used for wing panels exposed to exterior and interior heat transfer.
Dimensional data used for analysis of these caps are presented in Section 12.
Heat Flow Paths. - Heat flow paths are defined by thermal resistors connected
between nodes representing structure or between nodes and given boundary con-
dition temperatures. Heat flows directly into a node may also be defined
explicitly. The Thermal Analyzer network details describing the various types
of heat flow paths used in these analyses are given in the following paragraphs:
\
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H
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External Convection. - Aerodynamic heating is applied to all exposed
surfaces (nodes i and 2 of type-i panels, node i of type-2 panels)
through a resistor between the surface node and a boundary node set
equal to the local recovery temperature. The resistor value is deter-
mined from exposed surface area and the local heat transfer coefficient,
which is updated every calculation cycle.
Internal Convection. - Three sources of internal convection are
considered: boundary layer air leakage, fuel, and fuel vapor (or
ullage gases). For wing areas likely to experience boundary layer
air leakage, a direct heat input (q) is applied to internal exposed
surfaces at the rate of 6.5 W/(m2.K) (i.0 Btu/hr-ft2-F). This rate
is adjusted for altitude by the 0.6 power of normalized ambient
pressure. Recovery temperature is assumed as the source temperature,
based on analysis correlation with some F-12 series aircraft flight
test data. For fuel areas, a convection resistor is used between all
internal surfaces and either fuel or vapor. A fuel liquid convection
rate of 260 W/(m2.K) (40 Btu/hr-ft2-F) and a vapor convection rate of
13 W/(m2.K) (2 Btu/hr-ft2-F) are assumed. These values are also based
o_ F-12 series aircraft correlations.
Conduction. - All frames, panels, and caps defined by multiple nodes
have conduction resistors connecting the nodes. The resistors are
defined from material thickness, cross-section area, and temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity. Care is exercised in node and resistor
selection to avoid extremely small RC products (the "time constant" of
the node) which result in excessive computer run times. Conduction
resistance between the surfaces of thin gage material and contact
resistance at metal-to-metal and metal-to-composite Joints are assumed
negligible.
_
W
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J External Radiation. - External radiation includes radiation relieffrom hot surfaces to a cooler environment and solar irradiation on
upward facing surfaces. Radiation relief assumes a net heat transfer
determined by the surface emissivity in the infrared range and the
local view factor to the surrotundings. A radiation resistor is defined
between surface nodes and an environment boundary node such that the
net exchange is proportional to the difference between the fourth
powers of the surface temperature and the environment temperature.
For upward facing surfaces, 35 K (63 R) is assumed for "space" _em-
perature; for side and bottom surfaces, local _mbient temperature is
assumed for the environment. Net solar irradiation is proportional
to the local radiation intensity, to the surface absorptivity in the
visible light range, and to the view factor toward the sun. Since the
solar view factor normally changes throughout a flight, an average
value for solar irradiation was used by assuming a constant irradiation
incidence angle of 15 degrees from zenith for all upward facing surfaces.
Solar heating is input as a direct heat source (q).
S
Internal Radiation. - All surfaces exchanging thermal radiation within
an enclosure are assumed to emit and reflect radiation diffusely and
in a wavelength range for which surface emissivity may be assumed
constant (gray-body assumption), interrefiections among surfaces are
accounted for by a radiosity matrix solution method after Hottel
(reference 16). This method is employed by generating a matrix of
geometric view factors for all surfaces within the enclosure, then
solving for the effective view factor, 3, between each pair of surfaces.
These factors are constant for a given geometry and surface condition, and are
used directly each computing cycle to calculate an updated, temperature-
dependent value for each radiation resistor. Storage space for the required
matrices and factors is allocated in the input data, and resistors are computed
automatically in the Thermal Analyzer program.
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Thermal Capacity. - Thermal capacity of a node determines its transient
response to applied changes in temperature potential (heating or cooling).
Capacity is of primary importance during the transient portions of flight
(climb and descent), affecting the maximumtemperature gradients between
the external and internal surfaces of a structure. Capacity is deter-
mined for each node as a product of the mass of the material represented
by the node and the temperature-dependent specific heat value for the
materi al.
The presence of fuel in a wing box requires consideration of the
variation in thermal capacity for fuel and for the webs as the fuel
level decreases. For analytic simplicity, fuel height is updated
every minute (maximumuse rate is slightly over 2.5 cm or one-inch per
minute). Fuel thermal capacity is then calculated as the product of
normalized volume (one square foot (.0929 m2) surface by fuel height)
and temperature-dependent density and specific heat. Exposedweb
areas are adjusted at the sametime and web thermal capacities recal-
culated for the additional mass. The portion of web submergedin fuel
is assumedat fuel temperature and not included in the wing box heat
balance. However, as fuel level drops, and a newportion of web is
added to the exposed web node, an additional heat flow term is
included for the web node to account correctly for the mass addition
at a lower temperature. This procedure tends to smoothout the thermal
response of the web to the step changes in capacity caused by decreasing
fuel levels in a tank.
Fuel Tank Model. - Representation of fuel levels in the wing tanks requires
definition of tank locations and fuel usage schedules. Fuel tank locations
are based on the aircraft configuration used for each Task and are shown
schematically in Figure 6-13 (Task I) and Figure 6-14 (Tasks Ii, and III).
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For Task I, the wing tanks are separated for modeling purposes into an
inboard and an outboard section at BL 196 to obtain a more accurate definition
of local average fuel height. Fuel usage schedules are based on a 340,000 kg
(750,000 pound) gross takeoff mass and the hot day 4200 nautical mile inter-
national mission flight profile. Figure 6-15 shows tank fuel mass vs. total
airplane mass and also vs. flight profile time. Tank mass presented in this
figure are for combinations of tanks which are expected to be drained simul-
taneously. Average heights of fuel for the various tank sections are pre-
sented in Figure 6-16 as functions of total fuel mass for the corresponding
tank combinations (for example, fuel height in tank section 10B as a function
of total fuel mass in Tanks i0 and II).
For Task II and Task ilI, the inboard wing tanks (numbered 5, 7, and ii on
left side) are separated for the model at BL 145 into inboard arid outboard
sections ('A' and 'B'). Fuel usage schedules are based on the Task II opti-
mized configuration, with tank sequencing determined by center of gravity
limit requirements. Figure 6-17 shows tank fuel mass versus total airplane
mass for single (fuselage) tanks and for the right-left (wing) tank combina-
tions. Average fuel height versus fuel mass is presented in Figures 6-18,
6-19, and 6-20 for the fuselage tanks, forward wing tan_s, and aft wing
tanks, respectively. Fuel heights for the sectioned tanks are presented for
each section versus fuel mass for the whole tank, as explained above for
Task I.
The curves in the above figures are input into the data section of the Thermal
Analyzer program to provide a simple calculation of fuel height in a given
tank for any time point in the given flight profile. During computation, the
fuel height is updated every (flight) minute, and capacitors, radiation view
factors, and supplementary heat flows are adjusted. Fuel is assumed to empty
from the tank immediately after reaching two percent of maximum level, and
the computations are allowed to proceed with internal convection only to the
remaining fuel vapor.
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STRUCTURAL T_4PERATURES - TASK I
The structural temperatures developed for the candidate structural concepts
are presented in this section. The first subsection describes the technique
used to develop initial element temperatures for the two-dimensional finite
element model, as required for initial generation of internal structural
loads. The next four subsections present temperature histories for selected
wing panels for the three structural arrangements (chordwise-stiffened,
spanwise-stiffened, and monocoque), and for a composite-reinforced concept.
The remaining subsections present temperature results for fuselage panels
and frames, a thermal evaluation of the fuel tank system, and the determina-
tion of braze effects on honeycomb panels.
Finite Element Model (2-NASTR_{)
Structural element temperatures were developed for input to the two-
dimensional finite element models. Temperatures were estimated without
extensive analyses by adapting results from previous SCAT-15F (Reference 17)
and L-2000-7 (Referenc_ I0) analyses. These data were used to determine
steady-state external surface temperatures (cruise isotherms) for the Arrow-
Wing model for a Mach 2.7 hot day (1962 U. S. Standard + 8K) cruise condition.
The resulting isotherm map is presented inFigure 6-21.
The extensive thermal gradient studies performed for the L-2000-7 were then
utilized to estimate structural element temperatures for the following flight
conditions:
• Maeh i.2
• Mach 2.7
• Mach 2.7
• Mach 1.2
Ascent-to-Cruise
Start-of-Cruise
Mid-Cruise
Descent-from-Cruise
Element temperatures derived for the mid-cruise condition (Figure 6-22) were
based on the referenced cruise isotherms with corrections applied for areas
of abnormal heating or cooling (engines, fuel tanks, main landing gear
compartments).
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ETemperatures for the Mach 1.2 ascent condition were assumed to average near
290K (62F) since the cumulative effect of aerodynamic heating is negligible
at this point in the flight profile.
The start-of-cruise and the descent conditions are the most thermally critical
transient conditions because the maximum negative and positive (respectively)
thermal gradients occur for interior structure (referenced to outer skin).
Element temperatures for these conditions were based on the maximum thermal
gradients (negative and positive) calculated in the referenced study. Actual
structure represented by the Arrow-Wing model element was matched with similar
structure in the L-2000-7 study, and the corresponding thermal gradient was
applied to determine a mean element temperature. Element temperatures for the
start-of-cruise condition are shown in Figures 6-23, 6-24 and 6-25 for the
chordwise stiffened, span_ise stiffened and monoque arrangements; respectively
Chordwise-Stiffened Wing Panels
Temperaturehistories for upper and lower surface wing panels at eight point
design regions are presented in Figures 6-26 through 6-41. The panels use
concave-beaded skin with corrugation stiffening. Three 6f the panel sets are
located in fuel tanks (40322, 20236, 40536); the remainder, in dry bays. Fuel
tank locations and the flight profile are based on the Baseline Configuration
- Task I.
Temperature histories are presented for the outer skin at the center of the
bead, for the corrugation stiffener at the inner face, and for the difference
between the inner and outer face, which represents the maximum gradient across
the panel. For all panels, temperature gradients reach peak values near the
start of cruise (at approximately 30 minutes) and during transonic descent
(approximately 190 minutes in flight profile). For fuel tank areas, the
temperature difference across the panel maintains a high value until fuel is
drained from the tank. The apparent temperature inversion (hotter inside
temperature) noted for dry bay panels during cruise is th@ result of including
internal leakage convection in the analysis, and is not inconsistent with
some observed results in supersonic cruise aircraft.
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The results of these analyses are used to define further the material gage
and dimensional requirements of wing panels for the chordwise-stiffened
design concept.
Spanwise-Stiffened Wing Panels
Structural temperature histories for upper and lower wing panels at three
point design regions for the spanwise-stiffened arrangement are presented
fin Figures o-4_ _ through 6-L7. The panels are (span_Jise) hat-stiffened
with a smooth outer skin. Two panel sets are located in fuel tanks (40322,
40536); the third, in a dry bay (41316). The Task I Baseline configuration
is ass'_med.
Temperature histories are presented for the outer skin above the hat stiff-
ener, for the inner face of the hat stiffener, and for the difference between
panel thickness extremities. These results, plus temperature histories
developed for four other point design regions not shown, are used to define
further the material gage and dimensional requirements of wing panels for
the spanwise-stiffened design concept.
_onocoque Wing Panels
Figures 6-48 through 6-53 present temperature histories for upper and
lower wing panels at three point design regions. The panels are brazed
honeycomb with square cell cores. Two panel sets are in fuel tanks (40322,
40536); the third is in a dry bay (41316). The Task I baseline configuration
is assumed.
Temperature histories are presented for the outer and inner face sheets, and
for the difference between them. No braze material was assume_ to flow into
the core during the brazing process for this analysis, to obtain the maximum
thermal gradient across the panel. These results, plus temperature histories
for four other point design regions not shown, are used to define further the
material gage and dimensional requirements of wing panels for the monocoque
design concept.
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200
Composite-Reinforced Wing Panels
Figures 6-54 through 6-59 present tempersture histories for upper and lower
wing panels at three point design regions. The panels are (ch0rdwise) hat-
stiffened with boron-polyimide composite reinforcement bonded to the crown
(most interior face) of the hat section. Two panel sets are in fuel tanks
(40322, 40536); the third is in a dry bay (41316). The Task I airplane
configuration is ass_ned.
Temperature histories are presented for the outer skin above the hat stiff-
ener, for the composite-reinforced face of the hat stiffener, and for the
difference between them. Peak panel gradients for this design concept are
greater than for the metallic chordwise concept and for the spanwise hat-
stiffened concept, principally because of the greater mass concentration at
the hat crown and the correspondingly slower response to a changing thermal
environment. These results, plus temperature histories at three other point
design regions not shown, are used to define further the material gage and
dimensional requirements for composite-reinforced chordwise-stiffened wing
panels.
Fuselage Panels and Frames ,
Temperature histories were developed for fuselage skin panels and circumfer-
ential frames using the network analysis method described earlier and the
Task I baseline configuration. Results are presented in Tables 6-4 and 6-5
for i0 fuselage locations at four flight conditions: Mach !.2 climb, start
of cruise, mid-cruise, and Msch 1.2 descent. Table 6-4 shows mass-averaged
temperatures for skin panels and temperature differentials between outer
skin and stiffener crown. Table 6-5 shows mass-averaged frame temperatures
and differentials between outer and inner flanges of the frame.
Results of this analysis are used to define further the material gage and
dimensional requirements for the fuselage structural concept. In addition,
since changes to fuselage structure were not thermally significant during
6-6_
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TABLE 6-2. TEMPERATURES AND GRADIENTS FOR FUSELAGE SKIN PANELS - TASK I
NOTES:
1. BASED ON HOT DAY (STD+8K)
4200 n. mi FLIGHT PROFILE.
2. HAT-STIFFENED PANELS,
EXCEPT ZEE-STIFFENED
AT FS 750.
3. 'TOP', 'BOTTOM' AT GL;
"SIDE" AT 90 ° OR ABOVE WING.
PANEL SCHEMATIC
INSULATION
._STIFFENER CROWN
_J--L
_T o EXTERIOR SKIN
TEMPERATURES IN F
LOCATION
TOP
FS 750
2000
2500
3000
SIDE
FS 750
2000
2500
3000
BOTTOM
FS 750
3000
FLIGHT CONDITION
MACH 1.2
CLIMB
Ti-T o TAV G
+ 9 55
+23 53
+24 54
+23 53
+12 49
+21 50
+22 50
+23 47
+12 50
+28 47
START OF
CRUISE
Ti-To TAVG
-105 342
-175 295
-186 281
-174 292
-106 332
-157 324
-171 311
-147 301
-106 333
-177 278
MID TO END
OF CRUISE
Ti-To TAVG
-11 380
-11 374
-11 372
-11 371
-11 369
-11 394
-11 393
-11 358
-11 370
-10 360
MACH 1.2
DESCENT
Ti-To TAV G
+111 114
+171 144
+181 156
+170 145
+109 108
+156 129
+170 139
+142 122
+109 109
+171 141
TEMPERATURES IN K
LOCATION
TO____P
FS 750
2000
2500
3000
SIDE
FS 750
2000
2500
3000
BOTTOM
FS 750
3000
FLIGHT CONDITION
MACH 1.2
CLIMB
Ti-T o TAVG
+6 296
+3 296
+3 296
+3 296
+8 295
+4 296
+4 296
+5 295
+7 295
+4 296
START OF
CRUISE
Ti-T o TAVG
-74 336
-41 319
-35 316
-41 319
-70 333
-50 323
-42 319
-44 319
-70 333
-35 315
MID TO END
OF CRUISE
Ti-T o TAV G
-103 409
- 89 409
- 82 408
- 89 408
- 99 405
- 95 417
- 88 417
- 84 403
-100 405
- 86 403
MACH 1.2
DESCENT
Ti-T o TAVG
-31 368
-42 385
-40 390
--42 384
-29 364
-37 388
-36 393
-34 376
-29 364
-42 381
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TABLE 6-5. T_ERATURES AND GRADIENTS FOR FUSELAGE FRA_S - TASK i
NOTES:
1. BASED ON HOT DAY (STD + 8K)
4200 n mi FLIGHT PROFILE
2. 'TOP', 'BOTTOM' AT (_;
'SIDE' AT 90 ° OR ABOVE WING
3. DATA AT FS 3000 (AFT OF
PRESSURE BULKHEAD) ASSUMED
INSULATION-MAY NOT BE VALID
T i INNER FLANGE
_/_ _;_ INSULATION
TO OUTER FLANGE
TEMPERATURES IN F
FLIGHT CONDITION
LOCATION
TOP
FS 750
2000
2500
3000
SIDE
FS 750
2000
2500
3000
BOTTOM
FS 750
3000
MACH 1.2
CLIMB
Ti-T o TAV G
+11 73
+ 6 74
+ 5 74
+ 6 74
+14 71
+ 8 73
+ 7 73
+ 9 72
+13 72
+ 8 73
START OF
CRUISE
Ti-T o
-133
- 74
- 63
- 73
-126
- 90
- 76
- 79
-126
- 63
MID TO END
OF CRUISE
TAVG Ti-T o
145 -186
115 -161
109 -148
114 -160
t40 -179
121 -171
114 -158
115 -152
140 -180
108 -154
TAVG
277
276
274
274
269
291
291
266
270
265
MACH 1.2
DESCENT
Ti-To TAVG
-56 202
-76 233
-72 242
-76 232
-53 196
-66 238
-64 248
-61 217
-53 196
-76 226
TEMPERATURES IN K
FLIGHT CONDITION
LOCATION
TOP
FS 750
2000
2500
3000
SIDE
FS 750
FS 2000
2500
3000
BOTTOM
FS 750
3000
MACH 1.2
CLIMB
Ti-To TAVG
+ 5 286
+13 285
+13 285
+13 285
+ 7 283
+12 283
+12 283
+13 281
+ 7 283
+16 281
START OF
CRUISE
Ti-To TAVG
- 58 445
- 97 419
-103 411
- 97 418
- 59 440
- 87 435
- 95 428
- 82 423
- 59 440
- 98 410
MID TO END
OF CRUISE
Ti-T o TAVG
-6 466
-6 463
-6 462
-6 461
-6 460
-6 474
-6 474
-6 454
-6 461
-6 455
MACH 1.2
DESCENT
Ti-To TAVG
+ 62 319
+ 95 335
+101 342
+ 94 336
+ 61 315
+ 87 327
+ 94 333
+ 79 323
+ 61 316
+ 95 334L.
=--_- ,
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optimization to the Task II configuration, these temperatures were used
directly for input to the three-dimensional finite element model and for
composition of the Mach 2.62 cruise isotherm map.
Fuel Therma_ Analysis
The design of fuel storage and thermal protection systems for a supersonic
cruise aircraft must reflect consideration of the following objectives:
• Maintenance of heat sink capability (for air conditioning,
hydraulic cooling)
• Minimization of fuel vaporization (boiloff)
• Retardation of gum and residue formation during cruise heating
of residual fuel.
• Inhibition of thermochemical reaction of fuel vapor in hot tanks
• Maintenance of tank sealant integrity
Design concepts for the Arrow-Wing study accounted for the above by utilizing
fuel system concepts developed and tested for the L-2000-7 supersonic trans-
port proposal and for the F-12 series supersonic cruise aircraft.
Fuel heat sink capability is roughly determined by the difference between fuel
temperature limit at the engine and bulk fuel temperature in the feed tanks.
This capability is optimized for the Arrow-Wing study by using fuel placement
and scheduling similar to the L-2000-7:
• All fuel feed tanks are located in the fuselage, protected from
aerodynamic heating from above by the passenger area and from below
by a fuselage-wing fairing which acts as a heat shield.
• Fuel from the wing tanks is pumped into the feed tanks for mixing
with the cooler fuel before subsequent use.
F
H
\
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• The shallowest (outboard) wing tanks are used first well before start
of cruise, to minimize fuel heating where surface area is high
compared to fuel volume.
For the L-2000-7 system, satisfactory cooling capacity was maintainable even
under severe operating conditions and with a 317 K (Ii0F) fuel supply tem-
perature. This was accomplished without insulating the tanks or providing
active cooling. Additional studies also showed a possible 30 percent reduction
in fuel heat sink requirements (hence a higher feed tank temperature limit)
through use of advanced environmental_control system components.
Bulk fuel temperature histories for the Arrow-Wing study wing tanks (Task II
configuration) are shown in Figure 6-60. Temperatures are shown for each
sectioned tank from start at 29hK (70F) until the tank fuel level has dropped
to two percent of the original value (assumed useable limit). _is fuel is
pumped to the cool fuselage tanks before subsequent use. The wing tank tem-
peratures are significantly below boiling temperature (Figure 6-4) and will
inhibit fuel evaporation while fuel is being drawn from each tank. Under
extreme conditions (overspeed), spot areas in the tank may become hot enough
to produce local nucleate boiling, but experience with L-2000-7 development
testing (Ref. 181 showed no fuel degradation upon exposure to hot structure
(475-500K, or 395-440F) while bulk fuel temperature remains low.
Once all useable fuel has been drawn from a wing tank during flight, the
residual fuel and vapor in the tank will heat up to near external skin tem-
perature. At the maximum exterior temperature of 475K (395F) (for Mach 2.62,
hot day cruise), most of the residual fuel will have vaporized. The primary
concern then becomes protection of the fuel tanks from residue buildup, vapor
reactions, and sealant deterioration at the steady-state temperature of the
empty tank. Vapor reaction refers to the 'mild reaction' condition character-
ized by a slow, glowing oxidation exhibiting slight pressure (1700 Pa, 0.25
psi) and temperature (22K, 40F) surges. The condition is possibly self-
sustaining and definitely undesirable.
6-71
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Tests performed during development of the L-2000-7 airplane design
examined the effects of high temperatures on tanks containing residual
aviation fuel. Residue buildup during 500 simulated flight cycles at tem-
peratures up to 500K (L_0F) was deemed unobjectionable and filterable when
the tanks were pressurized with air, and practically non-existent when
nitrogen gas pressurization was used. Vapor reactions were not detected for
air pressurization (up to 30 percent oxygen) at temperatures of 505K (h50F),
and for nitrogen-purging (under 5 percent oxygen) at much higher temperatures.
The results of these tests plus observation of F-12 series aircraft fuel tanks
(nitrogen-purged) subject to higher temperatures indicate that a nitrogen
purge/pressurization system satisfying requirements for fuel tank inerting
will provide effective inhibition of vapor reaction and residue formation for
the Arrow-Wing design.
Additional L-2000-7 tests and experience with F-12 series aircraft indicate
that current fuel tank sealants retain effectiveness up to temperatures of
at least 500K (4h0F). In eliminating the requirement for fuel tank insulation,
the Arrow-Wing fuel system design assures easy access and maintenance when
tank sealants must be repaired or replaced. The problem of fuel absorption
in porous insulations in the event of slight seepage is also eliminated.
Honeycomb Braze Study
The analysis of brazed honeycomb panels described earlier assumed all braze
material remains in contact with the panel face sheets and does not flow
into the core. This assumption results in the lowest value for effective
panel conductance and yields the most conservative estimates for maximum
thermal gradient across the panel.
Examination of currently manufactured brazed panels indicates, however, that
some amount of braze material-flow into the core is unavoidable. To assess
the effects of braze flow, an analytical method was devised to examine the
variation in panel thermal gradient with the amount of braze material flow
into the core. The analytical method utilized calculation of an overall
6-73
conductance between the panel face sheets as a f_ction of the fraction of
core surface covered by the flowing braze material.
The factors contributing to overall conductance include:
• conduction through the core material
• radiation interchange amongall walls of the core cell enclosure
resulting in net radiative transfer between face sheets
• conduction into the core through the 'heat short' of highly con-
ductive braze material.
The fraction of core coverage by braze material was varied from zero to
one-hundred Fercent. Braze thickness was assumedto spread ur.iform!y over
covered stm'faces.
Figure 6-61 shows the effect on maximumpanel gradient of var}_ng the
fraction of core coverage. Maximumtemperature differential is shownfor
fuel tank and dry bay panels. The shapes of the curves are fairly consistent
for wet or d_y, thick or thin panels. As the braze flow from both face
sheets approaches complete contact (I00 percent coverage), the high conduc-
tivity of the aluminumbraze material becomesthe dominant heat flow mechanism
and reduces the maximumthermal gradient significantly.
A braze flow fraction of 0.75 was selected for further honeycombpanel
analyses to yield a conservative value for panel thermal gradient, and a
realistic value for effective panel conductance. At 0.75, peak gradients
are not reduced drastically from theoretical maximums,and panel conductance
values show reasonable agreementwith published values for typical honeycomb
panels. Also, since no honeycombpanels are located in fuel areas for base-
line configuration for Task Ii and iIl, it was not necessary to examine the
adverse effect on fuel temperatures of highly conductive (full braze flow)
panels.
T
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Figure 6-62 shows the effective conductance calculated for some typical
outboard wing panels using a braze flow fraction of 0.75. Conductance is
presented as a function of average temperature between inner and outer face
sheets. The figure shows the expected trends of inverse proportionality to
core thickness and moderate dependence on temperature. The increase in
radiative transfer and material conductivity results in about a 50 percent
increase in panel effective conductance at cruise temperature (h75 K, 395 F)
compared to room temperature.
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STRUCTURAL TEMPERATURES - TASK !I
This section presents temperatures developed for the hybrid structural approach
defined by the Task II baseline configuration. The first subsection presents
wing structure temperatures for selected point design regions at several struc-
turally important time points in the flight profile. The second subsection
presents discussion and selected results from the development of grid point and
element temperature sets for the three-dimensional finite element model. The
final subsection presents an isotherm map showing the temperature distribution
over the entire external surface of the airplane at the middle of cruise.
Wing Structure Temperatures
Temperature histories were developed for the wing structure at 14 design point
regions using wing panels and beam caps defined by the Task II baseline config-
uration. The flight profile defined for the Task II analysis was assumed.
Table 6-6 presents temperatures for six selected panels at the following
five flight conditions:
• Mach 0.90 climb
• Mach 1.25 climb
• Math 1.25 descent
• Math 2,7 start of cruise
• Mach 2.7 mid-cruise
Temperatures for the nominal Mach 2.7 conditions are obtained from analysis at
the Mach 2.62, hot day (standard +8K) cruise profile. Subscripted temperatures
in the table are defined as follows:
TI upper surface panel outer skin
T4 upper surface panel inner skin
T 7 lower surface panel inner skin
T10 lower surface panel outer skin
L
N
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TWEB
TB
TR
TF
average for beam webs or trusses
average for spar caps
average for rib caps
fuel temperature
ZF is the average fuel depth at the panel location. TB defines submerged spar
cap temperatures for the inboard wing panels, and surface cap temperatures for
the outer wing (honeycomb) panels (41316, 41348).
Results of the wing analysis were extr&polated to the entire wing structure at
certain flight conditions to provide complete temperature inputs for the finite
element structuKal analysis model. Extrapolations were based on similarity of
physical structure, location, and thermal environment. Examples at three flight
conditions are shown in Figures 6-63, 6-64, and 6-65 for a vertical cross
section through the fuselage and wing in the aft box area. The flight condi-
tions are start of cruise, mid-cruise, and _.lach1.25 descent, respectively.
Average temperatures are shown for panels, spar caps,-_rib caps, webs) fuselage
panels and frames, and fuel.
Finite Element Model (3-D NASTRAN)
Grid point and element temperatures were developed for inclusion in the three-
dimensional finite element structural analysis. Temperatures for the wing,
fuselage, control surfaces, and engine support structure were provided. Wing
temperatures were based on the extrapolation of point design region analyses
described above. Fuselage temperatures were obtained directly from the Task I
analysis and were extrapolated from the i0 basic locations. Vertical and
horizontal control surface temperatures were obtained through similarity with
wing structure by matching leading edge distance and material gage data. Engine
support structure temperatures were adopted from L-2000-7 data.
Input for the finite element model includes temperature definition at model
grid points and, optionally, on model elements, Grid point temperature suppos-
edly represents an average value for all structural elements connected at that
point. Temperature dependent properties of a structural element can then be
6-81
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estimated by averaging temperatures of its connected grid points. For the
Arrow Wing, however, elements of significantly different thermal environment,
and hence temperature, are connected at single grid points, so that an averaged
grid point temperature is not valid for either element. Examples include the
intersection of frames and skin panels on the fuselage, and the intersection of
submergedspar caps and surface rib caps in the wing. The problem was resolved
by reserving grid point temperatures for primary load-bearing structure, then
separately specifying element temperatures where corresponding grid point
temperatures are not valid. Thus, wing grid point temperatures reflect values
derived for the spar beamcaps, and temperatures for elements representing
surface rib caps and panels are specified separately. For the fuselage, grid
point temperatures represent skin panel temperatures so that the effects of
longitudinal thermal expansion can be included directly; temperatures for
elements representing fuselage frames are specified separately.
Figures 6-66, 6-67, snd 6-68 present wing grid point and element temperature
layouts for start-of-cruise, 1_d-cruise, and Mach1.25 descent flight conditions,
respectively. Not shownare similar temperature layouts for the fuselage,
vertical wing, and engine support structure. The wing drawings show upper and
lower surface grid point temperatures, and also element temperatures where grid
point temperature averaging is not valid. Note that in the outboard wing area
(honeycombpanels), spar and rib caps see essentially the samethermal environ-
ment (surface exposure), so that grid point temperatures are valid for all
connected elements.
Cruise Isotherms -Mach 2.62 Hot Day
A mapof external surface isotherms (lines of constant temperature) for the
entire airplane at a Mach2.62, hot day (standard +8K) cruise condition is
presented in Figure 6-69. Temperature lines are given in 5K (9F) increments
except where temperatures change radically due to extraneous heat transfer,
near engines, and fuel.
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The temperatures shown are derived from the above described analyses at i0
fuselage and 14 wing locations and from some L-2000-7 data. The temperatures
represent averages for surface panel structure. Except in fuel tank regions,
surface temperatures are nearly identical to average panel temperatures
during this part of cruise because the panel thermal gradients induced during
the climb portion of flight have become negligible. Large panel gradients in
the fuel tank areas are maintained by direct exposure to fuel on the interior
and direct exposure to aerodynamic heating on the exterior.
The figure indicates the cooling effect of fuel tanks and landing gear compart-
ment on panel average temperatures. Temperature depressions are noted at the
forward wing tanks (number 5 and 6)_ which are about half full, and at the
aft wing tanks (number ii and 12), which have recently emptied. A cooling
effect of about 10K (18F) is noted at the main landing gear area. Surface
heating effects from nacelle radiation from nacelle and wing vertical shock
impingement are also indicated. These are generally estimated from previous
analyses performed for the L-2000-7.
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STRUCTURALTEMPERATURES- TASKIII
i
L
The structural temperatures developed to determine the effect of a reduced
thermal environment on the structura! arrangement, concepts,_ material and
aircraft mass are presented in this section. Temperatures were developed by
using the thermal analysis networks and structural data of the Task I! config-
uration and performing the airplane over a Mach 2.16 cruise flight profile.
The following subsections summarize _emperature and gradient data developed
for the wing and for the fuselage, and present an isotherm map of external
surface temperatures for a mid-cruise condition.
Wing Structure Temperatures
Temperature histories were developed for the wing structure at 14 design point
regions. Structure was defined by the Task II configuration, but the flight
profile for the Task Ill analysis was assumed.
Table 6-7 presents temperatures for six selected panels at the following
five flight conditions:
• Mach 0.90 Climb
• Mach 1.25 Climb
• Maeh 1.25 Descent
• Mach 2.2 Start-of-Cruise
• Mach 2.2 Mid-Cruise
Temperatures for the nominal Mach 2.2 conditions are obtained from analysis
at the Mach 2.16, hot day (standard +8K) cruise profile. Table column headings
are as defined for Table 6-6 (the corresponding table for the nominal Mach 2.7
flight profile).
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T,
Fuselage Temperatures
Temperature histories were developed for fuselage skin panels and circumferen-
tial frames using the Task II airplane configuration with the Task IIl flight
profile. Results are presented in Tables 6-8 and 6-9 for i0 fuselage loca-
tions at four flight conditions: Mach 1.2 climb, start-of-cruise, mid-
cruise, and Mach 1.2 descent. Table 6-8 shows mass-averaged temperatures
for skin panels and temperature differentials between outer skin and stiffener
crown. TaBle 6-9 shows mass-averaged frame temperatures and differentials
between outer and inner flanges of the frame.
Cruise Isotherms - Mach 2.16 (Hot Day)
A map of external surface isotherms (lines of constant temperature) for the
entire airplane at a Mach 2.16, hot day (standard +8K) cruise condition is
presented in Figure 6-70. Consistent with the Mach 2.7 data the temperature
lines are given in 5K (9F) increments except where temperatures change radically
due to extraneous heat transfer, near engines and fuel.
The temperatures -shown are derived from the above described analyses at i0
fuselage and 14 wing locations and from some L-2000-7 data. The temperatures
represent averages for surface panel structure. Except in fuel tank regions,
surface temperatures are nearly identical to average panel temperatures
during this part of cruise because the panel thermal gradients induced during
the climb portion of flight have become negligible. Large panel gradients in
the fuel tank areas are maintained by direct exposure to fuel on the interior
and direct exposure to aerodynamic heating on the exterior.
The figure indicates the cooling effect of fuel tanks and landing gear compart-
ment on panel average temperatures. Temperature depressions are noted at the
forward wing tanks (number 5 and 6), which are about half full, and at the aft
wing tanks (number ll and 12), which have recently emptied. A cooling effect
of about 5K (gF) is noted at the main landing gear area. Surface heating
effects from nacelle radiation from nacelle and wing vertical shock impingement
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TABLE 6-8. TEMPERATURES Am GR_TE_S FOR _SELAGE SKIN PANELS - TASK il!
i :2
L
E
FUSELAGE SKIN PANELS
MAXIMUM_rH_RMAL (TR_D11ENTS & TEMPERATURES
NOTES
1 BASED ON HOT DAY ISTD * SKI
MACH 2 16CRUISE FLIGHT
2 HAT STIFFENED PANELS.
EXCEPT ZEE STIFFENED AT
ES750
3. 'TOP' 'BOTTOM' AT CL :
'SIDE" AT .90° OR ABOVE WING
:: IE_P_ATURESINF
PANEL SCHIFMATIC
INSULATION
T o EXTERIOR SKIN
FLIGHT CONDITION
LOCATION MACH 12
CLIMB
TI To TAV[
TOP
FS 750 + 4 5.6
2000 +18 54
2500 +19 55
3000 _ 18 54
SIDE
FS 750 + 7 5*0
"2000 +16 51
2500 +18 52
3000 .19 48
BOTTOM
F_ + 7 51
31000 +24 48
START OF
CRUISE
Tt TO TAV_ T I TO TAVE
-115 232
-144 201
-148 192
-143 200
-114 223 -8 246
-140 216 -9 262
-145 207 -B 261
-132 204 -8 239
-114 224 -8 247
-140 189 -7 241
MID TO END MACH 1.2
OF CRUISE DESCENT
T, To TAV E
-B 259 +108 102
-7 2'56 +133 127
.7 255 +137 136
-7 255 +132 t28
+ 105 95
+129 114
+135 121
+118 107
96
123
+I06
+127
TABLE 6-9, T_P_A_RES A_ GR_iENTS FOR FUSE_GE FR_S - TASK Ill
FUSELAGE FRAMES
MAXIMUM THERMAL GRADIENTS & TEMPERATURES
1 BASED ON HOT DAY (STD * 8K)
MACH 216 CRUISE FLIGHT
2 'TOP'. 'BOTTOM' AT _.;
"SIDE' AT 90° OR ABOVE WING
3 DATA AT FS 3000 (AFT OF
PRESSURE BULKHEAD) ASSUMED
INSULATION MAY NOT BE VALID
TEMPERATURES IN F
ANGE
T o OUTER FLANGE
FL IGHT CONDITION
LOCATION MACH 12
CLIMB
t*Tu TA_ F
TOP
FS 750 +13 72
_[XX] + 8 74
2500 , 7 73
3000 * 8 74
SIDE
FS 750 416 70
20QO .10 72
2500 + 8 72
3000 _11 71
BOTTOM
FS 750 415 71
3000 * 9 72
START OF
CRUISE
T I T,_ TA'VE
-46 97
-21 85
-17 83
-20 85
-41 g3
-24 86
-20 83
-20 83
-42 93
- 15 82
MID TO END
OF CRUISE
T, T,_ TAV [
-109 192
-93 195
-84 198
-92 195
-100 183
*95 199
,-87 201
"83 183
.101 184
-85 185
MACH 1 2
DESCENT
Ti TU TAVt
-57 168
-66 183
-62 t87
-_ 183
.52 161
_62 184
.59 189
-65 170
-53 162
-62 175
<)RIGIN 
OF PO01 QUAL  
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are also indicated. These are generally estimated from previous analyses
performed for the L-2000-7.
®
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